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DEMING, LUNA COUNTY, N. M., WEDNESDAY,

JUNE

10, 1903.

No. 12

facet by cattle, after a sensational epi
sode witn an express

LUNA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO
A

Serial Story of Its History, People, Stock, Mining and Commer-cIndaitrles, Railway Facilities and Educational Advantages.
Ul

Don, complacently rolled his cigarette,
as he viewed with pleasure his growing
herds come in at noon day to quench
their thirst, and the great American
looked on his prosperity with envy,
and 'twas then he really came, saw and
conquered; and it was here that man's
cupidity came near resulting in his undoing. With scanty knowledge of the
requirements, and necessities, and no
knowledge of the the existing conditions, vast herds of cattle, that had
been reared in small pastures were
driven into the region and located
They ate all the grass in the immediate
vicinity of the water. Nature with-helher lavisli hand for a season, and a
drouth resulted. The Dluina hwm.
bare from great over crowding, and
more carcasses than cattle were to be
found. Here and there an abandoned
well, and a ruined adobe wall marks
the site of one of these ranches, monuments of "Once golden hopes laid low"
It would hardly be fair to puss from
the discovery of this region to an account of its present prosperity, without a mention of the "Rustlers" that
hardy element of
that
suggested to our Eastern Journilist,
"Alkali Ike, Broncho,' Bill." Thiue
fingered Jack and Lariat Sam," with
other members of the fraternity, who
are credited with having inhabited
"Frozen Dog," and ot!ir imaginary
western settlements.

Part I.
Chapter 4.
Tht Stock Interests ky
Dr. S. D. Swop.
The stock interest of this section,
has been and probably will always be,
the chief industry and most stable and
remunerative occupation of its inhabitants. While the surrounding mountains
possess mineral wealth of vast importance which development, will mean
great riches to the hardy sons of toil,
who may have the hardihood, and the
nerve to delve beneath the surface and
uncover the hidden treasure, to the
vast plains we must always look for our
steady flow of wealth through her stock
interest, The waving fields of grain
that cover the great Mississippi valley,
and its tributaries are beautiful in their
verdant growth and golden harvest.
They furnish vast quantities of feed to
make fat the beef for the greatest nation on earth. The husbandmen of
these valleys mu8t look to the vast
plains of the great southwest for their
supply of young cattle with which to
fill their feeding barns; for here the
cattle can be grown easier, and cheaper, than any where else upon the face
of the earth. This the sunny Sou Inland, whose protecting hills encircle the
vast plains of chaparral, and meadows
must always be the best breeding
gi ound of the Americas.
When first the hardy pioneer, who
saw the golden mirage of '49, ever and
Itevmd the tit'lTtm iournev. cross!
tin; turbid, Bwift running waters of the
Rio Grande del Norte, and emerged upon thase beautiful plains, a vision met
his gaze never to be forgotten. No
herds of cattle had ever cropped the
waving expanse of perennial grasses.
Here and there a band of antelope gazed in large eyed wonder at their first
schooner,
prairie
of the
sight
which was but the advanct guard of the
after swarm of humanity that was to
exterminate their great numbers.
They were practically the only
animals of the plains for the
buffalo had never crossed the great river of the North, and the mastodon, and
mammoth whose remains we frequently unearth has been extinct for ages.
As our traveler climbed some eminence
a small dust cloud here and there marked the presence of a band of indians
intent upon the chase, and who were
destined to prove the greatest obstacle
t his future progress. Many a good
fanner who had so'd his flocks and cat-ti- e
in the east to strive for greater
wjalth, in the gold bearing sand and
gazed
r.;efs of the Pacific slope,
w,th admiration upon our beautiful
plateau, and wished for his herds to
crop the waving fields of grass that
gjew to his saddle skirts. Some, tiring
of the toil and privations of a transcontinental trip by way of ox team
jnotive power, selected a watered spot
and turned his few cows loose to become our first stock men. When the
beauties of the golden sunset land, had
dimmed by the months of privation,
toil, and dissappomtment, others came
and saw, faltered on their journey, and
settled to tend their herds, and defend
their all from savage marauders. Men
of means who had seen or heard of the
great profits to be derived from business, where the gross earnings would
amount to eighty per cent of the capital Invested, bejjan to look for suitable locations to establish holdings.
Our gold seekers, though probably the
first English speaking people, were
not the first owners of cattle on the
plains. Coronado from the west, and
Alvarado from the eust, with many
o.her Spanish explorers, had sung the
praises of the lund where they found
little gold to reward their labors, and
when the Spanish colonies came, they
brought herds of Spanish cattle, inferior in quulity but superior in foraging
propensities. In sequestered nook, by
bubling spring, the Spanish American
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car, were overtaken by a sheriff's possee, who Insisted on their biting more dust, a process
which gir.jrally proves fatal under
such éírcu ..stances. Their rendezvous
In tMpiUJofthe little Uachltas has
lost forever Its old time reputation, and
has been converted into a peaceble
home presided over by a matron whose
grace and hospitality could not be excelled by the most enthusiastic lady of
an eastern city. And he who Is said
to have gathered around him as wild a
set of men a ever inhabited a wild region, la now a leading member of a
church and unquestionably intends to
balance any misdeeds of which he
might have been guilty, by a life of
good deeds, and rectitude.
Who shows
the stamp of the"Lowly Nazerene"
on his heart, by going out Into the
highways, and hedges and never losing
a chance to call on the ungodly to turn
from the error of their ways into the
paths of peace and righteousness.
There are few other places in the
great southwest better adapted to the
breeding and raising of cattle than the
southwestern corner Of New Mexico.
Luna county embraces an area of plain
and mountain, affording a diversity of
range qualities unexcelled.
During
the rainy season the white gamma and
sacaton grass, which are perennial and
a number o f annual grasses spring up
and grow like magic. The depressions
in the earth's surface and man's ingenuity furnish the water, and the chaparral browsing and shade, while the
cattle enjoy the plenty and grow fat.
With the cool nights in October, at the
end of the rainy season, the meadows
dry up and afford cured provender for
And when the Sprimr
the winter.
west winds begin to blow, that moist- -
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These hardy sons of Adam who were
from justice,
and anventureous spirits in whose veins
the Mood of our Vikinir forefathers
still lingers, found In the vast solitud
es, satisfactory
retreats, ar.d ample
scope for their occupation.
There beino- n I egitimute enterprise by which they
could gain a livelihood, and the broad
valleys that run into the state of Chi
huahua, Mexico, were suggestive ave
nues in which to ply their trade. So
they stole cattle from the Mexicana.
ran them across the border, and sold
them to the American settlers in the
northern end of the valley. Thev then
stole the settlers horses, and ran them
into Mexico to sell them to Mexican
vaqueros. Spend their monev and stole
another herd of cattle. It was the
knowledge of these high handed gentry
who were said to ride with a lorn? loon.
1. e. stole everything
in sight. That
gave to Frances Frances, the inspira
tion to write tome of most accurate
descriptions of the people, and places
that have ever been published. Luckily the days of the rustlers are ended,
and the haunts that know them no
more, are peaceful ranches where
herds are past urine, and mnfm-tnhhomes are established.
"Curly Bill," wn stabbed by an in
furiated Mexican to whose "Dulce Co- -;
razon" he paid more court than was
wise. Ike was central figure in a drama of life, where he shuffled off this
mortal coil at the end of a rope, the
other end of which was held by a vigilance committee.
"Broncho Bill" is now working for
an outfit that don't believe in a wide
range, and confine him to the four walls
of a well regulated institution. While
"Sam" "Jack" and others who grew
tired of having dust kicked in their
composed of renega les

J
I

ture may again make green our fields,
the black gamma, the blue stem of the
mountains and the sage furnish a delightful variety and the shelter of the
hills a pleasant retreat. To the Strang-e- s
w ho visits this legion, the improved
quality of the cattle is a source of won-d- e
. The wide horns the contracted
shoulders, cat hams, and bad colors
have disappeared by the careful breeding and proper attenting now persued,
and in their place, with scarcely a
trace of their Spanish blood
visible, we have a range cattle unexcell-b- y
any ;which show the hereford, and
shorthorn, and galoway breeding to
such an extent that one not familiar
with their ancestry would take them
for graded stock at least. Yet they
have just enough Spanish blood in their
veins to make them competent to gain
a livelihood, where eastern cattle would
starve.
One of the first, if not the first to appreciate the value of southwestern
New Mexico as a grazing country, was
A. H. Thompson, who from his constant
connection with' the business earned
the sobriquet of cow Tompson. In 1874
Mr. Tompson moved about 700 cattle
into Tompson's canon, Grant Co.
There were then no cattlemen in the
country. Some years later he moved
his cattle to a ranch now occupied
by Bud Howell, at the little Hachita
Gap, here a fine spring and virgin
grass gave promise of substantial
for money Invested and Tompson's
was noted as the only permanent holding in many, many miles, though the
rustlers may have had a camp at Gray
Ranch and Cunningham place and possibly at Double Dobles.
Reed and Wood at Carrlzillio springs
1879 or '90, bought 300 head of cattle
from the Rio Grande and Howell locat- le
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Interior of. Mrs. Kinsworthy Millinery Store
at 3c in 80 or 81. Seed and Burdick
established a ranch at the old stage
crossing of the Mimbres, below the
Howlett ranch in '81 and S.' S. Uirch- field started with 40 cows one mile
south of Deming in '81 or 82.
Sam Carpenter, associated with Stanley, bought 500 head in Kansas and located at Cummins in 83 and .
In 81
and 82 the largest cattle and ranch interest in the world, through their representative Col. Head, located a
branch of their interest under the
name of tht Victoria LanJ & Cattle
company in southern New Mexico.
From vear to vear thev have added to
their holdings, until it can truly be said
the cattle uoon a thousand MIL. aro
theire they do not confine tht;ir holt- ings to one county, but vast stretches
of prairies und ranges of mountains are
included in their holdings. It would be
impossible to estimate exactly the num- ber of their cattle, a s their losses and
increases are hard to keep up with, but
lost year they shipped 25,000 head
out of the country, and this was about
an average year,
To the J. B. L. outfit whose superin-- :
tendent is L. H. Brown, the bank
ier, belongs the distinction of being
the oldest cuttle ranch in the county.
A well formed tradition establishes the
fact that the Hollow Cottonwood
springs were occupied by the Jesuit
fathers as a cattle ranch as early as
1800 and when the present manager be-- !
gan to improve the place by digging
out the springs, he found u great quant-tit- y
of metates (flat stones for grinding
corn) laid face down completely paving
the spring and over this logs and trash
and dirt filled the place entirely, proving the intention of plugging the
flow of water and remains of houses
and other evidence of occupancy have
' en discovered to confirm the tradi-- t
ml reports.
The presentí And what about the
present? Over the vast plains great
herds of cattle, range at ease, cropping the succulent grasses and quenching their thirst at the numerouos
watering places. Their peaceful existence disturbed only by a semi-annuround-up- .
The two epochs of
their lives branding time, when they
are marked for future identification,
and the first real joumev when they
are driven to market to be shipped to
their future homes in the north, east,
or west. The bod men hove vanish
with the onward march of civilization,
and with them the poor cattle, and in
their place are a jovial bighearted
courageous set of men of whom our beloved President is a type, who are destined to fill many places of honor. The
wild free life lead may make
them
more enthusiastic when they congregate
in town than ordinary men are wont to
be, but the greatest surprise of our
eastern tourist is to see our. cowboys
doff their overalls and jump, don a
full dress suit to lead a cottillion, or
with his widowing sister of the piains
keep perfect time to the rhythmic
strains of the waltz or two-steThe growth of the cattle interest in
the last 25 years is something phenomenal. In 1880 there were not more than
1000 head of cattle in the whole Southwestern end of New Mexico, and the r
combined value was not over $10.000.
Today there are more than 125,000 head
of range cattle within the same area,
and their real value is more than $2,
500,000 beside the improvements.
The
shipment of cattle from this region began in 1890 since which time we have
furnish the world with from 50 to a 100
thousand head annually. Our space is
too limited to enumerate at of the
men who breed and raise cattle here.
A list of their names, a description
of their brand, and an estimate of their
ed

very-larg-

p.

holdings would furnish interesting reading for many beside our worthy assessor.
Kn.m the plains bronzed veteran Col.
i unison, to our
latest accession a younir
Chicago business man they are all pros
iiuruu, unu nappy, uncie Mcve lurchHeld being an example of their thrift
who started with forty cows in '82 and
tiów pays more taxes in one year than
the most thrifty farmer in t!.e East
would pay in rive. Many a man v. ho
started with a frying pan outfit (Could
luiryuiinm rancn equipage on one
horse) ten years ago, could sell out his
holdings and live upon the interest of
liis money, the remainder of his natural life, when Dick Roberts.
Steve
Hirchfield, T. M. Kerr, Dick Hudson,
i
II. urown and him Ho stein iret to- K'lhvT we have an "KKfegation of men
""ling qualities are
W.
''"L s w
an nonnr m nnv mmmnnitu
There a'e many man who' could be
mentioned in this, beside a lartre follow
ing of men of smaller means whose sta- ..
-f ..na
M t
.t. - t.T-- l
I

"7 A"

,s

""1

hough our ranges are stocked to the
, our stockmen are beginning
ft
thoroughly understand the importance
of not overstocking the ranges. They
have learned lessons in the past from
these errors, und do not intend to be
caught again in the same pitfall
as is evidenced by the annual sale of
culls, old cows and surplus young heifers which they are able to disjiose off,
at good prices. They are showing the
faith they have in the interests by tiling the proceeds of the.ie sutes in nvk-i- n
substantial improvements. Comfortable ranch houses, better corrals and
lietter water supplies muke the sites of
the horn m of the future cufcle barons
of the Southwest.
1

limi

Part II.
Mrs. M. E. Kinsworthy cume to our
town lastytar from Honey Grove Tex.,
where for seven years she conducted a
successful millinery business and in
September last ooened up the business
she now has at the corner of Spruce
street and Gold avenue, just across
from the postoflice.
Owing in part to
her long experience in the business in
her former home and in part to natural ability she has met with almost
success in business during the
shor. time she has been in business in
Deming. Her large millinery establishment, a picture of which is shown
on this page, is one of the most complete in the southwest; in it will be
found all varities of ladies' and children's head wear, as well as all classes
of notions fancy articles etc.,
as
usually found in such an establishment.
bhei is also agent for the
Delinptnr
v
wnicn are the
"uvc,",;.
P""
Know'edged leaders of the world of
i"nion- As ner assistant in the work of the
Rams, an ex- "V'"f
perienced
trimmer from Ab'nine, Tex.
wnose neat and tastful work has done
much to increase the popularity of the
store. Mrs. Kinsworthy has just closed
a cheap sale of spring goods and now
has on hand a fine stock of summer
goods and is already planning for
the
fall stock which will be the largest and
best ever brought to Deming. She extends a cordial invitation to ladies to
call and inspect her goods whethar they
wish to buy or not.
phen-omin-
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J. A. Klnaear S

Co.
and most attract-tiv- e
business houses in town is the driiir
store of J. A. Kinnear & Co., the Mc
Grorty block on Gold avenue, This business was formed five years ago, and
has, in addition to a first class
druir
One o f the

neatest

stock and prescription department, an
f "tationary, perfumes,
ESi!
articles, toys, novelties ect.
all of which are the best quality
ami is
so neatly and tastefully arranged
as to
make it one of the finest displays
of
such goods to be found in the
southwest.
Mr. J. A. Kinnear. who founded
the
business and has always given
personal attention is a thorough it his
Pleas-i- n
PraCtiu dru?Kist.
f
i'eTn' WLh0 m
of

T
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The Balkan war cloud has been
throwing out a few lightning flashee
oí late.
'

Bruin will want a good loug vacation to rest up after these strenuous
days are over.
Sir Thomas Llpton Is still thinking
tbout the American cup: ' Thou art so
fear and yacht so far."
For ten women who are willing to
deceive a man there are another ten
who only deceive themselves.
IX New Jersey gets the divorce trade
as well as the 'trust business she can
pay dividends to her former taxpayers.

Frauds In "Old Masters-- "
Disclosures In, regard to bogus "old
masters" In France led an English
artist who copies celebrated pictures
to declare that at a recent exhibition
he recognized no less than seven of
his ow n works posing as originals. The
same artist has a curious tale to tell
of a certain millionaire, one whose
most valuable picture had somehow
been damaged. The artist was sent
for to restore It and found that be
had to restore one of his own copies.

forty-eigh-

t

us the Joke.
keep.

hours. He ought to tell
It must be too good to

Working bard, spending little and
saving all you can will boat any of
the
schemes so far invented.
The mad mullah has lost 400 camels In battle with British troops. At
this rate his recent "bump" will soon
be gone.

It looks as if BalTour might be
switched off Into the bouse of lords
shortly to make way for the Birmingham flyer.
In

the American griddle cake

Lon-

doners have found a new Joy In life.
They have struck the best breakfast
food at last.
Boston physicians say that 30,000
Boston women have the tea habit.
Well, it might be worse.
There's the
highball habit.
Some of the big New York hotels

are to have a chaplain. It Is to
hoped a pari of hlu funct n will

bo
be

e

In

the

The New Sedate.
new Senate the Republicans

have only one 8enator from the South,
Southwest or border states, McComas
of Maryland. The Democrats have six
from the West, two from Colorado,
two from Montana, and one each from
Idaho and Nevada. In thbj division
West Virginia Is counted as a middle-Wes- t
state, which, politically as well
as Industrially, It has become.
, Upton's Lu,ck.
Shamrock HI, Is to be fitted out
with sails which weigh three and a
half tons. A somewhat heavy burden.
Should the three-leaveIrish clover
fall to lift the cup, will Sir Thomaa
persist and go on a search for n
clover Is
fourth leaf? A
said to be particularly lucky to the
finder. New York Tribune.
four-leave-

Can Vote at Foreign Porta.
Norwegian seamen lire entitled to
vote before leaving their country, If
the polling day Is within threo
mouths of their departure, or they
can vote at a foreign port within
the same time by having their votes
sent honre througha Norwegian consul.

Diplomatic Photographer.
German photographer, Kunwald,
says photography, when taking a picture of a lady of doubtful ape, places
sheets of celluloid between the negative and the printing paper, thus producing a very softening effect, which
hides the discrepancies of age.
A

The trouble on the Wabash appears
to have been adjusted to the satisfaction of both panics, and this meant,
of course, to the satisfaction of the
public.
Russell Sage's advice to young
men on how to succeed in life raises
the question as to whether Uncle
Russell has been really and trulj successful.
A Kansas man 93 years old wants
to bet $:o that he can lift a barrel of
salt Into Uie back end of a wagon. Ho
did It in 1824 and believes ue can do
it again.

They are going to revive the Dreyfus case In France. By getting excitement In this way the French peoplo
hope to worry along with fewer cabinet crises.
A day In the planet Eros Is five
and a half hours long.
To people
under the influence of Eros, regulation Earth days don't seem any longer than that.

Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt says she
has in her pocket evidence which
would send 10,0(10 New Hampshire
men to Jail. But uu uue ever finds a

woman's pocket.
An exchange descants on the "Candor of Samuel Pepys." NonRense.
Pepya wrote In cipher, and hadn't the
least notion of diverting posterity
with his antics.

Syracuse university la to establish
In Journalism. It may do
something toward starting Journal-ibts- ,
but the output of newspaper men
will not be large.

a course

One Chicago man's house was
robbed Sunday while he was attending church. But hundreds of Chicago men attended church on the same
dar and were not robbed.
There is talk of an alliance between
Italy, France and England. Now let
Switzerland, Portugal and Holland
get together, and the peace of Europe
will be secure for at least another
week.
A disappointed French
shot himself In the head,
port further declares tnat
Injure himself seriously.'
have selected a vital part
business.

playwright
but the re
"be did not
He should
If he meent

"Can a horse talk?" asks a Chicago
contemporary. Hardly; but if he
could it Is safe to say he would free
his mind to the Anglomanlacs who
tii Ink he looks better with bla flowing
toil chopped ''own to a butt

IvvLj
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To Show Arctic Flora.
Hothouse displays of tropical plants
are common enough, but it is now pro
posed to construct In Ixndon an Arc
tic garden with the temperature lowered by refrigerating processes, where
all sorts of Arctic flora would bo exhibited.

The Globe's Death Rate.
The death rate of the globe Is esti
a minute, 97.920
mated at sixty-eigh- t
a day, or 35,740,800 a year.
The
birth rate Is seventy a minute, 100.800
a day, or 36,792,000 a year, reckoning
the year to be 365 days in length.
8ubtle Bribery.
Boston expert who went to Wall
Street, Boulder county, to examine a
mine offered for sale, was fed on beans
but It Is not believed that such
thoughtful consideration will In the
least influence his report.
A

"Magic Wand" Farce Again.
That "magic wand" which locates
suitable places for wells has turned
up again. This time It Is In Germany
that the little hazel twig Is being
used
with success and much discussed.
Britain Building Big Vessels.
Great Britain Is this year providing for the construction of three great
vessels of 18,000 tona displacement,
or 2,000 tons more than the large vessels congress has Just authorized.

American Trade Spreading.
In Haifa the American Exchange
company was organized a year ago
for business with the United States.
Haifa commands the trade of Galilee,
besides the plains of Esdraelon and
upper Sharon. It Is the seat of a col;,
... rt'.A .......
i.J
ony of foreigners. Including some seventeen American families, who teach Electric Bath to Kill Diaease Germs,
the natives modejp methods In agri- be seen, the Idea is to Immerse the
culture.
animal In a bath, thus subjecting whatever parasitic growths may have found
The Exports for 1902.
lodgement to the action of the liquid.
Nearly all the important manufac- This of Itself would destroy many of
tures entering Into export trade show the germs, but the inventor goes far
an Increase in 1902, the chief excep- ther In his work and applies the curtions being Iron and steel and refined rent of electricity to complete the
mineral oil. Iron and steel manufac- treatment by destroying any parasites
tures show a decrease of over
which have survived the bath. The
and mineral oils a reduction liquid preferably used Is a weak soluof 14,000.000. Copper manufactures
tion of acotlc acid, as this will add to
showed the largest gain, $12,000,000.
the conductivity of the bath, so that
a weak current or one of low voltage
may be sufficient to kill the germs
Can Not Devlae a Scheme.
Lord Strathcona writes to London without Injury to the animal.
In applying the treatment the anithat he would gladly welcome an arrangement by which money could be mal Is first driven into the bath In
provided to assist suitable British which one pole of the battery la
families to emigrate to Canada, but placed. A metallic yoke or fork is
no scheme seems to commend Itself then placed over the neck, with a wire
either to the government or to capi- leading from the end of the fork back
to the battery to receive the return
talists.
current, the animal's head
being
forced under the surface of the liquid
General Fault of Artists.
Haydon, the English artist, in his for an Instant to allow the current to
diary, relates bow he once went late act on all parts of the skin.
to a sitting given him by the Duke of
New Method of Observing Stars.
Wellington and the old duke toie his
A novel device to obtain steady imwhite balr and cried that he had "sat
ages of tbe sun and stars was adoptto 400
painters and sculptors,
and nono of them was ever punctual." ed by Prof. Langley with the reflector
of the Smithsonian Astrophysics! Observatory, which he believes will be
The Way of the World.
equally efficacious when used with reCanon Alnger, biographer and editor fractors. Generally the point aimed
of Charles Lamb, once uttered this at In previous attempts to obtain
pithy saying: "You may preach like an "good seeing" has been to abolish all
angel, but If you can whistle on a air currents In and about the telescope
stick people ignore your preaching a.nd tube, but Prof. Langley has found by
speak of you as "the man who can experiment that the definition is very
whistle on a stick."
little improved when this course la
followed. After various Investigations
at different altitudes he tried an exNot Sufficiently Attractive.
A reward of $100 waa offered In periment of a somewhat paradoxical
Chicago for the return of a lost white character, which was found to answer
English setter, "valued more for his very well. Ho drew a strong current
Intelligence than for hla pedigree," of air through the Inner tube, and Inbut at latest accounts it had failed troduced cross currents by several
Inlets at varloua points In the length,
to restore blm to his owner.
thereby thoroughly agitating and mixing the inclosed air. Taking some arSmoker Has Lived Long.
tificial double atara for his objects,
The oldest man in California has
for the purpose of photographic ex
added two years to his century. He periments,
he found that doubles
has been a smoker for eighty-fivand which were blurred and Inseparable
a moderate drinker for seventy-fivunder the former condition were plainyears, but never
tojiched modern ly visible
and sharply separated when
breakfast foods.
the air was thua agitated. When tbo
sun waa observed under the new condiOld Tradition Smashed.
tions It was found that the "boiling"
Edward Everett Hale, the grand on the limb, which Is normally so an
old New Englander, whom the whole noying to the observer, was very nearworld loves, has smashed a long cher- ly abolished. London Telegraph.
ished national tradition.
He says
that Daniel Webster waa not a drunkSmoothing Device for Hats.
ard.
To the average person the rllk bat
Is no different from any other as far
as handling It Is concerned, but the
"Prize Money" Long Overdue.
Several old caval men have Just owner discovers before he bas bad
obtained "prize money" which fell the hat In his possession long that
due to them when they were boys and care must be exercised If the glossy
had been lying at the British admir- surface Is to be kept In presentable
condition. It Is common practice for
alty for over fifty years.
the wearer of the silk hat to drop In
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Frightful Slaughter of Bird
Forty thousand birds, mostly aand
pipers, are reported to have been
killed recently on the North Carolina
coast for millinery purposes.

New Use for the
Bag.
hatter with the request to "Iron
her up, please." but sometimes the
batter is too far away, and the man
attempts to do his own Ironing with a
silk handkerchief or brush.
Oscar Hammcrsteln of New York
city believes he haa devised an article
which will prove more acceptable for
this work, with which even the novice
can smooth a bat aa well aa the hatter
with s Iron. This arrangement difr
fers from a
bottle In but one
respect, helng mounted on a curved
plate to give It the necessary rigidity. When required for use the bottlo
Is filled with boiling hot water and
the
stopper screwed firmly Into place. After wiping the surface of the rubber
Hot-Wat-

on hla
Use for Wireless Telegraphy.
The missing link from Fashoda to
UJIJI, in the telegraph line from Cape
Town to Cairo, will be supplied by
wireless Instruments.
Money

Needed

Year's Production of Gold.
Durlug the last year California produced twice as much gold as Alaska
and Colorado produced more than
three times as much.

by

Bible the' Best Selling Book.
Libraries.
According to Albert Requeue, a liOver 1.000.000 Bibles are sold every
brary needs about $15,000 a year to year In Chicago. The sale Is better
acquire the more Important new pub- than any ten of the
lications.
books.
d

American Capital in Canada.
More than thirty
ing companies of

great manufacturthe United States

are establishing factories in Canada.

uH

i

best-sellin- g

Boer Hero In Baltimore.
Gen. P. II. Krltxlnger, one of the
best of the Boer leaders during tbe
South African war, la In Baltimore.

:

y

Little 8now In Berlin.
New Building Material.
The removal of snow has cost BerLiverpool has decided to try the
lin as much as f250,ooo a year. Dur- suggestion of Its city engineer
to
ing the past winter there was so lit- build workmen's dwellings with contle snow that It cost only 13,000 to crete slabs made from dust destrucremove It
tor clinkers.
World's Railway Mileage.
Russia's Increase in railway mileage In 1901 was 6.03 per rent, as
against 2.67 In Germany, 1.94 in
France, .78 In Great Britain.

I

POPULAR SCIENCE
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e

to audit the bills.

Admiral Bcresford says that "battleships are cheaper than war."
Yes;
cheaper than hell as Gen. Sherman
would have said.

In

Method of Treating Anímala.
Since the discovery that the terrible
"foot and mouth disease" has begun
ravagee among the cattle of the
It
New England states every means has
been utilized to stamp out the plague
and prevent It from spreading to other
herds, the state and national departments of agriculture cooperating with
No
Rae
we.
I.
Suicide
Hare.
Too Stringent Blue
In
the trial of the Tultio Ranch the farmers to tbla end.
Philadelphia' agitation In regard to
The apparatus here Illustrated, the
Hunsacker, while
It obsolete Sunday laws recalls that company versus
invention of Andrew Nlmmo of
recent
Isaac
Hunsacker
waa
on the stand,
In 1690 Queen Mary, In the absence of
Mass., may be of considerable
Groton.
King William, "forbade all hackney Attorney Rogers waa asking him as
decarriages and horses to work on Sun- to the Identity of numerous persons value in this work, having been
of
purpose
signed
for
especially
the
by
the name of Hunsacker. to all of
days, and had constables stationed at
freeing anímala of parasites. As will
Fin"Brother."
the corners of the streets to rapture which he, replied:
all puddings on their way to bakers' ally Rogers asked him how many
ovens on Sunday." Dut this waa go- children hla father had, and he re"Fifty-onor two; maybe,
ing too far and all but led to a riot In plied:
fifty-threhead." Salt Lake tribune.
London.

A New York man has been laughing

tor

Chanca for Irish Seaport
Renewed and earnest attention U
being directed In England toward a
short trans atlantlc route. One of the
best natural harbors in the British
Isles la that of Galway, on the west
roast of Ireland. Almost straight
across the Atlantic is St. John, Newfoundland.
The distance between
these two outposts Is but 1.816 miles;
from Liverpool to New York it Is
3,116 miles, and from Southampton
3,095 miles.

"
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hot-wate-

I

remove any surplus water the l.on
the hat In the usual manner, the Inventor claiming that the hat
will take on a highly brilliant and
lasting gloss under tbla treatment and
that, too, without any danger of
scorching. The flexibility of the par- tlally filled rubber bag permita the sur
face to conform perfectly to the shape
of the hat and the necessary pressure
ran be applied to lay the nap by
means of the handle attached to tbe
stiffening plate.
to,

la applied to

í
,
An Artificial Racecourse.
There la probably no form "of amuse
ment move popular with the children

than riding on the

and

merry-go-roun-

It Is frequently noticed that tbe alder
people Indulge In this pastime, probably for the same reaBon they go to
the circus Just to give the children a

treat. It the amusement apparatus

de-

signed by Benjamin Beerwnld of Philadelphia should be utilized to supplant
the common form of the
there will be sufficient excitement and genuine pleasure connected with a ride on the animals to
please even those who find tho
a tame affair. The
of
principal feature of this new Invention la an underground conduit, in
which a small track la mounted on
rails, with an electric motor on tho
truck and a vertical shaft extending
upward to support the animal In position for use. The movement of tho
truck is under complete control of the
rider, who may travel fast or slow,
according to the prcsKiirc which ho
to the bridle leading to the animara mouth. Inside the mouth Is a
switch through which the current Is
turned Into the motor and a pull on tho
relas swings the lever which makes tho
contact. The current Is taken from a
trolloy wire suspended overhead in tho
conduit and a train of wheels gears
the motor down to tho proper speed
of revolution for the troctlon wheels.
Tho animals ran be mounted on parallel tracks for racing purposes and it
merry-K"-roun-

car-roua-

to-da-y

Í
ft

J1l
is probably this feature of the apparatus which will afford the most excitement to both the young and ulil

children.
Iridescent Feathers.
Why are the feathers of doves and
pigeons Iridescent?
The explanation
has been sought by Dr. Strong of
College, who reports as follows: Iridescent feathers from tho
sides of tho neck of the
common
"homer" pigeon appear green when
the sura of the angels of Incidence and
reflection Is less than ninety degrees,
and purple when that sura Is greater
than ninety, but less than 140. The
Iridescence is produced by a peculiar
form of barbules. which overlay each
other like shingles In a rooi. The
same barb may have Iridescent and
barbules. The former
have much more pigment than the latter, and the pigment Is In the form of
spherical granules of meinnln that fill
cavities Inclosed by a thin, transparent
layer of keratin. The spherical pigment granules lying next to the transparent horn layer produce a dispersion of Incident light and the unaided
eye receives a mixture of great mini- -'
bers of the spectra thus formed.
Hav-erfor-

d

Sun's Antics at 8unsei
Curious deformations of the sun's
diek as It sets have recently been
studied by Dr.- - Prlnx of the Royal Belgian Observatory by the aid of photography, saya a writer In Success.
The most common of these are simply
Indentations of the disk. Sometimes
there la appearance as of flames Issuing symmetrically from opposite
sides and uniting above In a singlo
Jet, which disappears to give place to
another, formed In the same way.
These phenomena, according to M.
Prlnz. are due to horizontal layers of
air of different density, which refract
the sun's light.
Some such appearance of the solar dlitk at sunrise may
have originated the familiar
"u r.nBir mui iiing me sun caneen
as he rises.

w,

The Promptings of Affection.
"Charley, dear." said young Mrs.
Torkins, "I am going to learn to play
poker."
"What for?"
"So that I ran do ns a wife ought nd
Inlelllgently sympathize- with you in
all your troubles."
-

AUTOMOBILES FOR TRAFFIC.

The Parson and His Mule

They Would

Relieve Crowded fctreeU
and Reducá Filth.

The congestion of the etreeti In
large cities would be greatly, relieved
by the. use oí automobile trucks for
the transportation of freight Automobiles would save half of the space
In the streets now used by heavy
vehicles drawn by horses.
The Automobile Club of America,
with headquartors In New York, has
taken the Initiatory In promoting- - this
change. As we understand it this club
Is not composed of mere
"
amateurs mostly Interested In violating the laws against the dangerously
fast propulsion of vehicles on city
streets and country highways. It Is
organised for the legitimate promotion
of the automobile Industry.
This national club recently adop(ed
a resolution providing for a competí-torexhibition of
vehicles which can be used In commerce at
less cct and to greater advantage
than tho present horse drawn vehicles." The exhibition will be held
within tb next two or three months.
The economy In the use of the
streets by automobiles for truck traffic Is a question which demonstrates
Itself. Instead of the great coal, beer,
express and other wagons carrying
from two to four tons' weight and
drawn fey two, three or four horse
teams there would be a horseless
wagon carrying the same or a greater
load.
The horseless wagon would occupy
but one-halthe street space or less
occupied by a wagon carrying the
same or a less load drawn by horses.
The borses occupy as much street
space as the wagon. A three-horsor
truck occupies much more
than twice the space which an automobile truck would occupy.
The cost of keeping the streets clean
If automobile trucks instead of horse-drawvehicles were used for commercial purposes would be materially
reduced. The volume of filth to be removed would be Immensely less than
when animals travel and crowd the
"devil-wagon-

y

"self-propelle- d

f

e

four-hors-

.

e

n

streets.

The public health would be promoted by the change. The disease bacilli
carried In the dirt on the horses'
hoofs and which swarm In a dusty
horsey atmosphere to be blown by
every wind Into human nostrils would
no lonrer threaten contagion. Chicago Clironlcle.
To the housewife who has not yet
become acquainted with the new
things of everyday use In the market
and who Is reasonably satisfied with
the old, we would suggest that a trial
of Defiance Cold Water Starch be
made at once. Not alone because It
Is guaranteed by the manufacturers
to be superior to any other brand,
but because each 10c package contains 16 oza., while all the other kinds
contain but 12 or.s. It Is safe to say
that the lady who once uses Defiance
Starch will use no other. Quality
and quantity must win.

Statues of a King.
I'p to date 318 statues of William

I.

of (iermany have been erected In German towns at a total coMt of about
$.'),iMo.aou.

Keep Your Eye
On the sunny San Luis valley, for It
Is going to be a winner this year. You
will have full Information from time
to time In these columns.
The Celorado Bureau of Immigration. 616 Majestic Building, Denver,
Colorado.

of pntlnfnrtlnn untn with on
"Hullhratl"
rlsurs.

nlwnv atnilKht.
bevf Hue la apt to be crooked.
A

bcp-H- n

a Western field, In an early day,
A parson tolled, as parsons do.
(Hie tale Is old, so I haste to ssy
The parson was young enough for

In

And his pride was plain, as one
should say:
"Got on to my style! Juist notice
mo!"
the two.)
That he felt his position no doubt Is
A godly man, thotiRh young, was he.
true,
'
And wide was the field that be had But, strictly, In honesty, wouldn't you?
to tramp,
For It reached from the prosperous At Hankins Spree the first man he
Hank Ins Spree
met
To the equally prosperous Hard
Was the
cltlaen Suffer-in- '
Luck Camp.
Jim.
Through gulley and canyon, o'er (The camps were rivals, and might
summit and steep,
be yet,
The clergyman tramped to reach his
But the placers "played," end their
light grew dim.)
old sheep.
Said the parson: "Good morning, Mr.
Now righteousness
James"!"
wasn't a card
much played
Said
Sufferln' Jim. "Waal, dern
my skin!
In the gambols and gambles of
sheep out there.
That thar is the beatln' of all my
(They preferred an ace, I am much
games!
afraid;
What did you git that brute of
That Is, If the ace were one of a
sin?"
pair.)
Referring, of course, to the mule, the
scamp,
But their hearts wero big, if their
ways were rough,
For he fancied It came from Hard
And they saw how the clergyman
Luck Camp.
tramped and toiled,
And they finally said: "It's too dcrn "Gibe not," said the pnrHon. "Such,
tough!
dear man,
We reckon his gcarln' had better
Our Savior rode Inlo Jerusalem."
bo oiled."
Then Sufferln' Jim at once
So the boys chipped In 'tis the
To view the creature, with haw and
Western rule
hem.
And bought for the parson to ride, a Ho looked In front, (the mule was
mule.
old ; )
He looked at Its legs, as Is tho
'Twaa in Hard Luck Camp this thing
rule;
occurred,
He looked at Its teeth, where the jmo
And the young man's gratitude all
Is told;
could see;
Then sadly said: "It's the samo
('Twas his first donation; his heart
dom mule!"
was stirred
The clergyman turr.eil; lils grief was
As an older parson's might fall to
real,
be.)
For even a parson, you know, can
So he took the mule and ho rode
feel.
av.ay
Alfred J. Wnterhoiw In New York
Over the hills to Hankins Spree;
Times.
well-know-

i

Lives Led By Egyptian Women
Customs in That Country Are Feverscd, and the Females Do
the Work of the Men They Are Never Seen
in Public with Their Husbands.
In Egypt, things feminine go by
contraries. Young women of sixteen
are employed as hod carriers, mason's attendants and builders. They
do not seem to mind It, either.
It Is
an odd sight for an Ameriepn to see
a young woman sedately carrying a
hod of mortar to a man who Is building a wall. She is graceful about It,
It must be said, and somewhat spectacular, too, for she wears' golden
bracelets on her Icrs and bangles on
her arms the while.
Meantime,
there's hardly to be found In Cairo
a woman who "looks after the house"
as we understand it here. The v.jm-eperform no household duties. The
men do all that. The American and
Kuropcan wives who settle in Cairo
are compelled to hire men to cook,
to wash, to sew. to sweep and to
clean.
It they do not like the Idea
of a man's doing plain sewing or
washing the family linen, they must
do the sewing or the washing themselves, for the women are too busily
engaged elsewhere.
Beside, tho
women do not know how.
However, there is one line of feml-nlnIndustry to which the Egyptian
woman will turn her attention
for
hire, If called upon. She will act as
nurse for the children. She Is not a
glittering success as a caretaker of
young foreigners, though, for she insists on wearing her veil while look- n

Tommy Pop, what Is hero worship?
Tommy's Pop Hero worship, my son,
Is the admiration we feel for great people until we get to know them Intimately.
A mlle
liaiu-r'-

Alfred J. Waterbouse Tells How the WeWMeant Generosity
oí Western Miners Was the Cause oi injury Being .
Done to a Good Man's Feelings.
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DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
pHimlln
tr Iwalportion

a they cannot reach tlio dir
of the ar. Thcra it only on way
donfima, and I tint it by constitutional
IViifnmt i cauwil by lii inflamed
Ilia muroiii limns nf the Kuniirhian Tuba.
hen lllia tube it inflamed you haw a rumblinf
tiiuml or iimmrVi I Imaiiug. and when ii It entirely
rlnM-- d
drafnrna it the !rult. and unlrt lha inflammation can Iwi taki-- out and thit tube restored
to it normal condition, hmrlnl will ba detro)td
fiiir-vri- i
nina rate out of ten ate canard by ratal ih, wtiuiiia uutliim bul an inflamed condiliat
ol rim imwou antfacra.
Wewill atta Una Hundred Hollara for anycata
of I'ralana canted by catarrh) that cannot ba
by llall a tatarih Cum. Send for circulara,
riin-fire.
r. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, U.

cased
In cut

So, br DmtiiMt. 75c.
ilali ramtly Pili art lha best.
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HIS THE

HIGHEST

COURT.

And Colorado Judge Was Well Able

ing after the youngsters, and the
youngsters do not like women who
wear veils and they protest lustily.
Women have queer Ideas about
their hiiHbandrt. No native woman
would think for a moment of walking
They
outdoors with her husband.
consider such a proceeding grossly
Indelicate and hold up their hands In
amazement at tho forward women of
other nationalities who are seen in
public with the men whose names
they bear.
Social customs are somewhat lax
In the country, ami a girl of the fellaheen class works In the fields without a veil. But the veil is always
worn when she visits the city. Ami
here a paradox is observed.
While
blushing with shame at the thought
of showing her fuce, she cannot imagine why she should conceal her
lens. Tho latter are usually exposed.
The women of tho upper classes live
In strict seclusion. They are not sup
posed to be seen or mentioned. They
are In the world, but not of It. To ask
an Egyptian gentleman about his
wife or wives, or to make any Inquiry
concerning the healih,
or
number of the ladies nf his family. Is
an unpardonable breach of decorum.
Wives in Egypt's upper circles uro
private property.
The women cannot go beond the limits of their own
sido of the house and garden.

1
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For proof read the symptoms, suffering and cure
recited in the following letters:
"Dkib Mrs. Pint.iiam : I wish to express to vou tha prest benrflt I
have derived from vour advice and the use of Lydla E. l'inkhnm's Vegetable Compound. Mv trouble wm female weakness in its worst form and

I was in a very bad condition. I could not perform my houfehold duties, mv
back ached, I was extremely nervous, and I could not eat or sleep, and the
bearing-dow- n
pains wero terrible. My husband spent hundreds of dollars
to get me well, ami all the medicine that the doctors prescribed failed todo me
any good; I resorted to an operation which the physieian said was necessary
to restore me to health, hut 1 suffered more after it than I did before; 1 Ltd
.
hemorrhages of the womb that nothing could seem to stop.
"I noticed one of your advertisements and wrote you for advice, I received your reply and carefully followed all instructions. I immediately
began to get stronger, and in two weeks was about the house. I took eight
bottles of LydU E. l'inkhnm's Vegetable Compound and continued
I am a well woman. Vour remedies and
following your advice, and
help are a Uod.send to suffering women, snd I cannot find words to thank
you for what you have done for me." Mbs. Lottib V, Naylor, 1338 N. J.
V
Ave., N.W., Washington, D. C.
"Dkab Mrs. Pinkham
I write to tell you what Lydla E. Pink1''
haul's Vegetable Compound has done for me.
" I was suftVrinjr with falling of the womb snd could hardly drag about,
but after taking five bottles of Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable Com-pouI was completely cured. 1 am now a w ell woman and ab!c to do all
my work.
"I think your medicine one of the best remedies In the world." Mas.
J. M. Lice, 141 Lyndal St., Newcastle, Ta.
"Dea Mrs. Pixkimm : Lydla E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound has done a'great deal for me. I suffered m much from falling It the
womb and all the troubles connected with it. I doctored for years with
doctors'and other remedies but received only temporary relief.
,
" I began takinir vour medicine, and had not taken it lonir hefore T
feeling better. My husband said that I should keep rijrht on taking it as longi
m it kto mo reuei irom ray sunenrg, as l coum not expect to be cured ly
one or two bottles. I did so and am now able to be on my feet and work
hard all day, and iro to bed and rest nt nicht. Thank to ronr
Com.
pound I am certainlv jjrateful for the relief it gave me. It Is the mother's
great friend. I would not be without it In my houe, for when I feel tired
or out of sorts 1 takoa few doses and feel all richt.
" I would recommend your medicine to all tired mothers, and especially
to those suffering as I was." Mrs. R. F. CnAnnKns. liennet. Neb.
forthwith produeu lha ordinal Ifttart and ilrvaturaaof
FORFEIT "
V Cnnfl tbu'
which will prnra lha'r ahaolula (niiiiionixa.
UtJLllJlJ
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Ljrtll K. l'lukham M.dlclna Co., Lyon, Maaa.
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Dairy and Creamery

well-bein-

tho like, as that lawyer proved It to
be. He was to them another wonder
of the world.
But there was one thing he couldn't
prolong, and that was the prompt,
crisp, decisivo, "Judgment for the
plaintiff," that his Honor snapped
out as soon as the trial was fairly
over, and almost before.
"Well, sir," saitl the lawyer, In
tones of superiority, "we will have
to take this case to a higher court."
"You can't do that, mlBter," replied
tho magistrate.
"And why not, pray?"
"There ain't no higher court, sir.
This court Is thirteen thousand two
hundred feet above the level of the
sea. sir and I'll have you distinctly
understand, sir, that It is the highest
court In all this broad land, sir."

to Prove It
In Colorado is a small town, which
has the distinction of being away up
above Cripple Creek, as well as
feet above sea level.
'Tho KJenn. Kool. Kitchen Kind" Is the
trade murk on atuve which enable, you to
In
tho month of May, not many
conk III oamfort In a, cool kitchen.
years since, they carried tho mall
"The last time I saw Mauri Miikhíiis
she sold she ttas about to channe her to this town on snow shoes, a disluiine-."Well, he didn't. The man she tance of ISO miles. So you see, It Is
wus eiiKOKCtl to chunsed his mind."
of some Importance,
tfr you have smoked
It would be Important If for no
Ilullhead
rlk-nyou know how uol they are; If
other reason than that It boasts a
you huvo not. better try one.
Justice of the I'eace, and he Is as
supports tlie sun In the he, Important as any other functionary of
"Hiatnuked
the country school teacher,
von.'" H
"Why.
Ileum
of eouraj," replied the his class. However, he has a lot of
precociousi youtmster.
solid horse sense.
' A suit was to bo tried before him,
I'UTNAM FADELESS DYE8 do not I
and
one of the parties stirred the
stain the hands or spot the kettle, excommunity "from center to clrcum-passcept green and purple.
The White Plague In New York.
by sending off and Importing a
In New York city one hundred new
A recenl Denver market
report soys lawyer.
that butler la alrunn. There Is always
That case dragged Itself out to an case of consumption develop each
nine that Is.
unprecedented length and the popu- day.
Smoke Baxter's "Rullhead"
lace had novor dreamed that law was
nf t lira company to full of objections and exceptions,
When the hoar-maActual Joy Is experienced when we
retires he's an
motions, protests, expostulations and know the exact limit of our sorrows.
Klwt Heiress Tint ynu nre quite sure
the cmint Inven ynu? Bmiiml llHrviw Of
t'oiime I am. I lv mild if
would miirrv
him he'd lut nie keep hulf of my own
money.

The real heroines of every day are In our homes. Frequently, however, it is a mistaken and useless heroism.
Women seem to listen to every call of duty except tho supreme
one that tells them to guard their health. How much harder the dally
task? becomo when mmo derangement of tho femalo organs makes
every movement painful and keeps the nervous system unstrung?
Irritability takes tho placo of happiness and amiability : and weakness
and suffering takes tho place of health and strength. As long as they
can drag themselves around, women continuo towoik and perform
their household duties. They have been led to lelievo that suffering
is necessary because they nre women. What a mistake
The use of Lydla HIMnkham's Vegetable Compound will banish
pain and restore happiness. Don't resort to strong stimulants or narcotics when this great strengthening, healing remedy for women is
always within reac h.
FREE MEDICAL ADVICE TO WOMEN".
If there is anything In your rase about which you would like
pM'lal advice, write freely to Mrs. l'lnkhnm. No man will see
She can surely help you, for no person In America
Í'our letter.
a wide experience in treating female ills as she has had.
Sho has helped hundreds of thousands of women buck to health.
Her address is Lynn, Muss., and her advice Is free. You are very
foolish if you do not accept Iter kind invitation.
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RIGHT KIND OF PRICES

Luncheons

WaactI the product In
cana.
Turn a wy anil you flint thomratrgu tly
aa it Itft ua. We put thrin up In lata ay:
Petted Ham, Beer and Tons us
0 Tonfue Whole'. Veal Leaf
Deviled Ham. Brisket Beef
Sliced Smoked Beef. Cte.
All natural flavcir hnN -- pal.it able and
Y
grocer should havctbrm
uur
whuleaumc
'Kow to Mika Onod Thlnr In Fjit" will
ba aont Irva to any aildrcaa lor tuavaakiof

Libby, McNeill & Libby
Chicago, Illinois

Most Complete StocK
In the State.

THE LITTLETON
CREAMERY CO.
DBNVLR, COLORADO
j

State Agents for

The Celebrated

De Laval Cream Separators

PICTURE FRAMING
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Prompt Haturna on Mnil Hampina
OOOa.N AHM.tl lOMI'A.VY
arapuhoa Hirm-i- ,
lKV Hi, rui.QIUiV)

E. E. nURLINGAME & CO.,
ASSAY OraCE..ÍÍ,BEoMR.fR,
Kitabllihd In Colorado, lft'A. Sampleibrmatlct
prompt and cnrrlutattralloa
iptrawil.lrcii
ft ClWar p.iHIa KaBnad, Mallas and Siaajaf
Plil
WUiU 0 WMifl bumuii
ON PURCHASED.

100
Coacsnirat!:a Tests
17 ) a- -l 7 1
Lawraoao S

'.V'oVu.!0'
Daa var.

Col..

tmaty.aa o( Film MnuMlne.
aty:
of Fancy
Framaa. Frama Ulltllnv and kilnn(. Pirlnra
llaunimr liy Kiprwn.-...Wrn
All work of limn
arada. THKBOAMAN Ah l CO., .v loa utraaL
uppo.Ua ataaun o 'l'auipla, luvar, Colo.
Wrlta

about

for naw fraa

bex.kltl

PILES

and hnw
thry can ba cur I. Prmaant
cura irurauil. No knlra.
I'J ycara aiperlcnca.
Planty
nf raliahla Colorado rafar-nrW rtla
and Invat-lUai-

Dr. J.10 P.
BOWERS
Baria block,
DCNVKU,

VULOBltK)
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ing for or desire to cevate and better
the condition of the unfortunate or to
see the merits of the more enlightened
class who have had the advaniages of
nit education.

THE DEMING GRAPHIC,
ISSUED
r

-

EVSRY WEDNKSDAT BY
-

-

N.

S. ROSE,

TWO DOLLARS FER ANNUM

The approach of the Fourth reminds
us that if something is not done here
our citizens will go to some other town
to celebrate and we will be looeers
thereby.

Ktw Ey&amft.
The business of the Deming Ice and
Electric company has Increased so that
they have had to increase their facili-
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BARGAINS for CASH
in Dry Goods, Notions, g

Hardware, Tinware Cut- - 8
lery, Stationary, Toilet
'
Articles etc.
$

ties for furnishing light, new dynamo
of twice the capacity of the old one has
of
arrived and is being put in place. This
new one will be used ordinarily to furnish light and the old retained for use
Preparations are being made now as a relay in case of necesity at any
for the territorial fair and it is the in- time if the large one should be laid up
Our folder, "Across the Continent in a Tourist Sleeping Car,"
tention of the Fair Association to for repairs.
contains just the information travelers need.
make it the largest exhibition ever
It describes and illustrates Rock Island tourist sleepers; shows when
Sunday School Convention.
WINDMILLS REPAIRED
Will Luna
given in the territory.
they leave the principal points In Arizona and when they arrive at Omiha,
The program committe of the next
AND WELLS CLEANED
county be there with an exhibit?
St. Paul, Kansas City, Chicago, St. Louis snd Memphis; tells how
anual territorial Sunday School convenis
much
allowed;
baggage
the
interest
points
names
of
ind
route
cn
Attorney General Knox and the into tion to be held in Santa Fe June
Country work a Specialty. Prompt and
-- w
shows how much money is
ved by "going
state commerce commission now have announces that all the sessions will be
satisfactory work. Shop at Lewis'
toum'
the anthracite coal trust on the run. held in the Methodist church instead of
livery stable.
Call at any Southern Pacific ticket office and
This does not look much as though
the Presbyterian church as formerly
President Roosevelt lacked the courage
announced, on account of the objection
H. F. COX, Gcnml A rent, El Paw, Tex.
of his convictions.
of Rev. W. H. Moore: also that the
íñ
NOTHING TOO GOOD,
Showers are reported from various address of welcome will be delivered by
FOR OUR PATRONS
g
parts of the country making the ranges the Rev. W. A. Cooper, Instead of by
good and helping the crops, thus God Mr. Moore, declined. No other changsmiles upon the people of New Mexico es in the program have been made.
Suscribe for the Deming Graphic.
and bids them have pity for their less
ft
Buried Imai't.
fortunate brothers in other parts of the
Netlce f final Settlement.
CONTRACTORS
country.
The workmen who dug the well on
and BUILDERS
In tha Probata Court of Luna County. Territory
New England is burning up with Dr. Swope's property where his new
of New Mexico.
Agents for Celebrated James
In the matter of Batata of Emma W. Taylor
drouth and the Mississippi valley is building is being erected found, at the
Sash Lock.
Deceaaed:
jj
being washed away with excessive depth of 50 feet, an image of a girl
CORNER GOLD AVE.
To whom It may eonoemt-Noti- ce
la hereby
rain, probably this will be reversed in a made of clay and burned like Indian
given that Monday the flrat day of July. 1W, at $
AND
PINE STREET
10 o'clock a. m.. of aaid day. at the court room of trl
year or two and the one that is now dry Pottery. The image is in a fair state
thin court in the town of Deming, County of Luna
coland Territory of New Mexicn. haa been apixilnted
will be deluged while the other is parch-e- a of preservation some of the yellow
time and place for the examination and
col...Official Directory- .jjj aaothe
5
with hot winds, during all this time or showing quite plainly that it was
allowance of the Anal account of Joarph W.
substancie
ored
from
with
aside
Taylor,
some
administrator of enlate, and for the
ill be
the farmer of the arid regions
of the p'niilue of aaid catate to the per-- a
made.
the
of
clay
was
which
The
it
ma
entitled thereto.
steadily reaping big rewards from his
W. Parker
Dlatrict Judge
f.
found
is
which
evidence
was
depth
it
at
B. Y. McKeyea.
Jaa. P. Mitchell
Dinnct Clerk
irrigated lands which are sure as fate.
W. H. H. Llewlelvn
Piitrict Attorney
Clerk of aaid Probate Court.
that the surface of the ground here was Court
Stenographer
H. B. Holt
The special issue of the El Paso once far below where we now live and
COUNTY.
BUTCIIER
Herald is just out and gives a page to it is possible that a
W. C. Wallia
race Chairman board of Co. Com a
A. V. READE
8. S. Hirchfleld, W. M. Taylor
"Progressive Deming." It hasarticles lived in this valley some 50 or more Member.
K. H. Matthewa
róbate Juclire
...DEALER IN...
B. Y. McKevea
róbate Clerk
on the past history of our town and the feet below the present town of Deming.
Dealer In live stock, Ojo Caliente
Sheriff
W.N. Foater
MEATS, FISH, GAME
possibilities for investments, the rail
Treasurer and
Collecter. W, H. Guiney
ranch, Janos, Chihuahua, Mexico.
Aaaraaor
J. B. Hmlgdon
AND POULTRY.
roads, sanitarium, manufacturing opor
FRESH
Cattle Sales.
County SupL of Public Instruction
. V. F. Duff
tunities, climate, soil and agricultural
OYSTERS IN SEASON
VILLAGE OF DEMING.
W. H. Greer of this city purchased,
Villi av Truateee
advantages of this region. In all it last week, for the Victoria Land & CatDeming : :
New Mexico
Seaman Field. Chairman: J. W. Hannigan. A. J.
should be a valuable advert isment for tle Co., 1,000 head of steers from T. L. Clark:
T. II. Carrand L. H. Brown.
Edw. Pennington
our town, and advertising pays either &
V.
1,000 Juaticeof the Peace
and
J. Stockton
Mnrchal
Frank Prixcr.
a community or an individual.
head
1,000 Conmable
Cipriano Buca
of Martin & Sloan,
aecond
convene
Mondavi
court
in June
Last week, in the article regarding head of M. F. Fleming and 600 of Mull- andDiitrict
December.
JOHN CORBETT.
the Phellps Dodge Co. buying or build- en and Whitmire all for fall delivery at
ing a railroad, we mudu u mistake in Deming. Other large purchases are
Ice, Beer. Sodawater
the name which should have read Major being made and, there is a great activiWambaugh instead of Major Waddill, ty in all branches of the cattle trade.
Horse brands the same
but the fact remains that the Phellps The early rains are making an unusual
Deming,
N. M.
Dfxlge people are going to have a road growth of range grass and the hay
from here to the mining camps of Santa crop will doubtless be the heaviest we
Rita and Hanover and will doubtless have had in yars, thus add ing to the
TRACT HANNIGAN,
have big reduction works in Deming prosperity of the cattlemen and comFrearletora
af tha
for the treatment of ores taken from munity.
Double daily train
these mines as well as those brought
service between
from Arizona and Mexico.
Cabinet Aquarium
Best Meals in the City. Next to
During the past week the papers of S
San Francisco
Cabinet Saloon.
Ask for the
the territory have been filled with arand New Orleans
Hungry Man's Paradise. Ijií Prop.
ticles denouncing the the speech which
aervicee every Sunday
East Bound
Cholea Wlaei, Lleven
Rev, Norman Skinner of Las Vegas is til a. m. and 8 p. m., Sunday achoul at 10 a.
at 3 p. m., Epworth League
said to have made at the meeting of m.. Junior
LIMITED, via the
No.
CKan.
7 p. m
Prayer mroling Wednrwtay eveniiur Coast Line leaves San Francisco 7 p.
Presbyterian ministers in Los Angeles. t 8 o'clock.
at
Arthuh MahxTon, Paatnr,
These articles have varied in style and Preabyterian -- Sunday achonl 10 a. m. Young m., Deminp; 3:05, arriving at New Ora'
leans 6:46 p. m.
GROCERIES, PROVISIONS
in strength of language used but all go
meeting S p- - m. every Sunday.
This train carries dining car, observaAND CANNED GOODS . . .
Prayer
Wedneaday
meeting
evening at 7:30.
to prove that the press of the territory
tion, compartment and drawing room
regardless of political al a' ions is ever ST. Ll'KC S
school every sleepers through Chicago, New York,
t.C.ltaflt..af.atCC.f.t.C;9.); Confectionery, Cigant. Tobacco, Canready to uphold the character of our Sunday at 10 a. m.. Hola communion and preach' and New Orleans, also tourist sleepers ( dies, Crockeryware, Handkerdhiefs and
- - TIIF
to
Washington,
Cincinnati,
Chicago,
every third Sunday In each month.
ing
jo Neckties.
people, e i t h e r native or otherwise
Sltb Memphis, bt. Paul, St Louis, etc.
Fruits in season.
Kbv. H. W. Rl'ppnkr. Taator.
and that they will resent any insinuaMo, 8
1 I
C K K
I
Iiii.ehia Metoimsa ErtHCorAi.-EncuDomin
via Sun Joaquin valley lin- etion against our school system, come leal cada domingo a laa diei de liMnanana. Se
A. li. Thompson
ofrece invitación a todaa persona venir y ayudar leaves San Francisco 10 a. m., Demintr
from whom it may.
8:50, and arrives at New Orleans 8:15
con el trabajo del aenor.
Presidí NT Roosevelt is reported to
a. m.
Huya
DWYER CHURCH DIRECTORY.
On
This train carries drawine room
have said: "I would like to be presiJOHN N. CAIN, Proprietor.
and
Orleans,
sleeper
to
New
also
Sunday
Selli
tourist
achonl at 10 a. m.. preaching at 11 a.
dent of the United States for another
cars to St. Louis, St. Paul and Chicago
3
Dtonicio Coatale.
term, but this much I will say, I pro- m. and p. m.
Well acquainted with live stock interNew and First Class In
Paator.
Wtst Bound
I
pose to be president this term.
ests
throughout the country. Call on me
LIMITED, via San
No.
every respect.
Electric
would rather be president for three
Joaquin valley line leaves New OrLights, Telephone, Baths
leans 11:45 a. m., Deming 8:40 a. m.,
years and a half than half president for
8:1:5
m.
modern conveniences
a.
all
at
San
arriving
rancisco
t
years
and
seven
a half," and the
Feed,
This train carries same equipment as
Journal thinks those who have
oi
No. 10.
Sale
Reasonable
Prices
watched the president's course since he
Nr. 7. -- PACIFIC EXPRESS, via the aOf
C. L. BAKER, Mgr.
Coast Line
leaves New Orleans at 6 i 6 'ét "é S Sí o" 3 6 é
took the oath of president will find
iiuc
9 p. m., Deming 5:35 p. m., arrives at
little difficulty in believing that he said
City Express delivery. Buys and sells
bun t rancisco 1:30 p. m.
the words quoted. If he did not, it is
This train carries same equipment
C. II.
what he wouid be expected to say if he
ás No. 8 ami in addition a cnair car
HORSES, WAGONS,
Los Angeles to San Francisco.
undertook to express himself on the
CARPENTER and GENERBUGGIES, SADDLES.
Trains 9 and 10 carry free reclining
AL REPAIR SHOP : : : :
subject.
chairs.
HAY, GRAIN, Etc.
j
WINDMILL WORK DONE
Perhaps enough has been said in reFor further Information call on or
New
native
Hay for Sale
M.
Bi
address
Shop opposite Lindauer Mer. Co.
C.
gard to the speech Rev. Normun Skinrkhaltfr,
D. F. & P. A., Tucson.
Cattle Bought and Sold.
ner is reported to have made at Los
C. B. Rosworth, Agent, Deming.
Angeles, and doubtless much has been
.
Deming
.
New Mexico.
said that should not have been, but we
T.
B.
aya:
American CyclopTlli
The
BIRTR0NG
camot help making some comment on
rnpldly
talón! la
ly h?liMnn to lliu tviiX
such a prejudiced and untrue statement
lioud of thoc.miniumt). '
in regard to our people, made by a
WHY? Simply WaiiM II If
man of his standing and who owes his
Our Monthly Publication
o'nirroiii v.
very life to our climate and the care he
continued t:.o will wreck tuo
M. W. Mayfeld, Prop.
will keep you posted on our
mrou'gca constitution.
Choice line of Wines,
H'ceived from the citizens of Las Vegas
(Suceen,r to Ed Baker.)
.t..j
g.n.j
wuiü.i. uuuj luciuuus. luuncu
Liquors and Cigars....
iu years past when he came to that
Fresh Eggs. Jersey Cream milk deplace an invalid unable to live elseCall ond see us
i rrco iu me
i
livered to vourdoor morning and evening
In
first
place
where.
his statement
the
fa ADVERTISING MAN
in regard to the schools showed a disreX of any responsible house,
gard for truth which is surprisng, asteclllc, with
t purely vcgetaulo
11
"
' "
Í
ii n'iiS?
all the Tlriw t,f cslomel and
tonishing! in a man who graces the
without lt deadly rltcet, In now
What his reasons for defor I'.iu alolulo euro
of malaria, cnnttlpatlon, blllout- faming the native people could be is
nea, liver, kidney and atomacb
hard to explain from any point of view
1
I trouble. It la giiaruiuuvd.
I
OliiM!h-iil.1Mii;ia:-4
except that he gave his own feelings
av
I
BottU.
90 CrtU
a vl prejudices against them as the
ALL DRVGGI8T8. I
general estimate which is placed upon
MlriViiar mi
I
tiiem, and this personal opinion certainJrvf';N
ly shows that he had no christian feel- -
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the shortage elsewhere. Missouri will
again have no peaches. Around Wynne-- 1
wood Indian territory and a few sheltered Oklahoma localities a few cars
may be shipped to the river markets.
The Febuary freeze played havoc; the
March snow and frosts continued the
destruction while the five frosts between April 22 and May 1 first finished
the crop. Kansas Iowa and Nebraska
V
growers report about the same result
Other sections in the central states
Already the United States land office will Bhow a reduction of 25 to 75 per
lias auccumulated nearly $8,000,000 fori cent and the Michigan district was hit
the hardest of all. In many Missouri
t he new system of irrigation.
and Kansas districts early apple trees
Irrigable lamb with plenty of water were in bloom.
The five frosts follin sight are worth a great ileal of mon- owing
but a day or two apart shuttered
ey. Sure crops every year in a great these and the crop has
been materially
blessing.
reduced.
In the lowlands the buds
If any town or community in to suc- were killed outright while those which
ceed it must cultivate a civic pride. escaped the first three frosts suecomed
One part of ita citizens muKt not try to to the other. In the Ozarks apples
have fared better. -- Denver Field and
tear down everything another builds.
Farm.
New Mexico has more newspapers
than had the origionnl thirteen colonies
For Those Who Live on Farms.
in 1776. When the war oí the revolution began there were but thirtyscven
Tr. Bergin, Pana, III., writes:"I have
papera in America. Los Cruces Prog- used Pallard's Snow Liniment; always
reccomend it to my friends, as I am conress.
fident there is no better mude. It is a
The work on the territorial fair is Handy for burns. " Those who live on
well under way. It will be the biggent farms lire especially liable to many occidental cuts, burns and bruises, which
fair held anywhere in the Rocky mout-tui- n heal rapidly when Ballanl's
Snow Liniregion. The great event will oc- ment is applied. It should always be
kept in the house for cases of emergencur October 15, and last a week.
cy 25c, 50c, and $1.00 at J. P. Byron &
The San Miguel jury has made a re- Son.
port which says in substance: "We
cun't find anything against the officers
Does This Illustration Fit You?
of the insane asylum upon which to
bui;e an indictment, but we would like
Occussiomdly I hear Rome one say,
to see the court go for 'em anyhow." with a pious air. "It doesn't matter
The Las Vegas Advertiser as late as what people think of me, I know my
Wednesday reiterates the charges heart is all right." Ah, my friend,
against the New Mexico insane asylum but it does matter. Let me irive you
while the Optic is still using copious an illustration- - In sight of my office
quantities of whitewash. As it is in is a church tower; on each of the three
the hands of the grand jury, it would sides there is a clock face. On one of
seem that they could rest quietly await- theie one of the hantls has been broken,
ing a report. -- Alamogordo Advertiser. making the old clock tell strange tales.
Of course there are peeple who do not
The superior value of the valleys of understand the circumstance and
are
New Mexico is becoming amply dem- therefore misled by it.
At heart the
A
large part of old clock
onstrated this year.
is all right, hut that does not
the fruit sections of the United States alter the seriousness of the fact that
are without fruit bearing trees, while people huve been l.i te in meetig
their
most of the remaining sections have engagements because the face is
not an
only 25 or 30 per cent of a crop.
index of that which it cover. Outlook.
Of course there are tailures in mining, the same as any other lines of busWorld Wide Reputation.
iness. However, statistics show that
White's Cream Vermifuge h'is achiev
the percentage of failures is much less. ed a world wide reputation as being the
The person who suggests or expects best of all worm destroyers, and for its
tonic influence on weak
unthrifty
that every mining venture will prove children, as it neutralizesandthe acidity
profitable is a knave or a fool. Some or soreness of the stomach, improves
men would have a final c al failure of the the digestion and assimilation of .food,
strengthens their nervous system and
business o f a thriving peanut stand.
restores them to the health, vigor ami
Joseph Becker, a radical anarchist elasticity of spirit natural to children.
and Swiss was arrested at. Walla Walla 25c at J. P. Byron & Son.
Wash., for looking for President Roosevelt with a rifle. The police believe
Millions Of Fruit.
that a tragedy was narrowly avoided.
San
Juan county New Mexico,
Truly
What they'll do with Becker has not ye'
is a typical fruit county and beyond all
transpired but the presumption is they'll
queston of a doubt is the peer of any
allow him to remain in this country and
section of the United States for a sure
back.
continue sending the Chinaman
crop of every variety, year after year.
New England and her daughter, Kan- No lute frost, no drouth, no wind,
in, are Uth being swept pretty clean, oceans of water for irrigating purges
the former by drouth and the latter by and perpetual sunshine in the routine
flood.
New England will ring her encountered each successive season,
hands and mourn her hard luck, marketing alone being the only problem
hut Kansas will catch the to be deciphered in the successful operdrift wood and ship it to market. You ating a San Juan fruit farm. Apples,
may burn her up with the qrouth, blow peaches, pears, plums, apricots, nectaher away with the cyclone or drown rines, quinces, cherries, berries grapes
her with the flood, in the spring, but and currents all grow to perfection and
by the time the frost is on the u rpkin of size and flavor second to none grown
she will be kicking for some better way elsewhere. Potatoes, onions, turnips,
t invest her surpl jb. Kansas ell,
radishes, cabbage asparagus, lettuce,
she's Kansas, and that expresses it all. tomatoes and all kinds of vegetables
A. W. Willson of Deming last week are just as prolific, the only obstiele io
closed a deal with the Chico Cattle com- doubling the acrege being transportapany, composed of Messrs N. J. Hicks, tion facilities. -- Farmington Hustler.
Chas, D. Nelson and Walter Moore, for
steer stock, the same to be delivered
A Little Early Riser.
June 6. Mr. Willson also bought the
now and then, at bedtime will cure
Hragaw & Potter steers. The total constipation,
biliousness and liver
purchase is about 1,000 head. The Vic- troubles. Dewitt's Little Early Risers
toria Land & Cattle company has con- are famous little pills that cure by
tracted steers for fall delivery from T. bowels the secretions, moving the
gently, yet effectually, and
L. and W. J. Stockton, Martin & Sloan giving such tone and
strength to the
M. F. Fleming, Mullen & WLitmire, T. glands of the stomach and liver that
N, Hawkins, and in fact all the upper the cause of the trouble Is removed
(lila country. -- Silver City Independent. entirely, and if the use is continued for
a few days, there will be no return of
The organizations of our fruit produ the complaint. -- Sold by J. P. Byron
Son.
cers here is heartily to bs commended
and is a step that we have advocated
since we first took charge of this paper.
Hy i systematic rrethod of packing and
sel'ing the industry here can be given
.'
grc it acceleration. One thing partícula) ly should be insisted upon and that
is the stamp of the association should
superiority o f
fruit where
show
The oldest and largever opened. We have the fruit to do
est and best known
this only careful packing is necessary.
in the terLaundry
When a box hearing the stamp of the
All
ritory.
work is
aasociatlon as first grade is sold it
excannot
be
guaranteed
first
something
that
class
should be
celled -- Farmington Times.
.
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Stolen and

ThePopular Drugstore.
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Drug.
Patent medicine,
8moker'a aunpllea.
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Those of our Colorado and New
ico peach growers who will have any
kind of a crop this season ought to get
good prices for their goods because of
Mex-

Laundry! ;

;J. A. HUBBS;
PROPRIETOR

.o

Whatever you buy of us is reliable.
In selecting our
goods we choose only such as we can recommend to our customers. Ifanyofour goods prove unsatisfactory we want
to k no w it, we will make it right every time.

Otherwise I

Í ALBUQUERQUE

.

(fi.tat.2.ctc.ta.sts..a...tsf.scftaiataAatatta.2.t2ts

Kuliber

Preecrlitlona
Stationery,
Perfuma
Druahee,
Tullet preparation,

good,

Syringe

wter bottle,

Hot

r'

Atti.mtj.r

'3

iiii.,lin,

t

Candies and the Best Soda Water in town.

Palace Drug Store.

M

PHONE 47.
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The Doctrine of Good Living.

THIS PICTURE

Who doubts it? Certainly not the man on the train. He
needs and should demand food that is properly cooked
and daintily served, The Santa Fe provides the best
of meals for those who journey. Its table d'hote service. 75
cents, is deservedly popular. Trains without dining cars
reach meal stations at seasonable hours.

shows a nightmart that our teamster
had one night, brought on, so he says,
by having to haul good lumber, which
was sold at so cheap a price.

Is
it a wonder that we secure trade? We
may not understand cattle and horses
as well as some, but we do know something alwut Lumber. We were brought
up in the WOODS, and for the past
Sixteen years have made a study of
the trade in this section.

the Santa Fe your next

Go via

trip and be

Santa Fe.

c o n v i n c e d.

S3

A Horse
will stand a lot, but like the worm, he
will turn at times. It is

IÍ

On us

0

Eastman
Kodahs
ANI

Film,

D

if we cannot show vou as irixxl a ntock
of Lumber and Building Material as
can be found. We keep what the people need; Red Cedar Shingles; Siding
and Trough plank from the Pacific
Coast, Yellow Pine from the South,
Mexican White Pine from our own
Territory and Sush and Doors from the
best factories. Come and see us.
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W. P. Tossell

W. It. MERRILL,
- - - New Mexico.
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Keeps on lasting good
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That is the verdict of the people regarding
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Sunset Milk

Dr. E. L. CASSELS,
PHYSICIAN iiml SUM. EON
Eyea texted ami frlusxr flttnl. (Mice t
next to TihwI' jewelry store, un the until h
TELEPHONE W

H
m

P. M. STEED.
f

Physician a Slkoeon.
Office on Spruce Street.

Deming

-:

New Mexico.

A. A. TEMKE.
Attorney--At-La-

f

.1

t.ii.li

u

..

uiiu u uiuui

s

1

iurier

L.

Deming, N. M.

::- -::

JAS. S. FIELDER,
ATTORN

x

Dkminh

A.

Nkw Mexico

POLLARD,

VV.

ATTORNEY and COUNSELOR AT LAW
Rtnidcnt agent. Union Central Llfa lnmrunre
Co. OHtre In Dunlnp block, in room
formerly
ccuil by Or. Caaaela.

l

1

.

;c

r

uoiwe ior iv cents.

r

Sunset Dairy
NNN

Office with Judge Edw. Pennnington.

Spruce St.

.

Ml.
e senII yuu a oouie oi miiK
anu sintf you a sontf lor

BE
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Hardware and
Furniture
Sanitary Plumbing, Wind Mills, Pumps
and Gasoline Engines
Everything in housefurnishing at prices to defy
competition.

I. A. Mahoney

FRANK PRISER,
MINING EXPERT
Mine

examined and reixirted.
experience. Beat reference.
Dkminu
x

Thirty

year'

Nw

Mbxi. o

Deming Mercantile Co,

Dr. F. E. COLLINS

Groceries and Hardware,
Hay, Grain and Flour

HENTIST

Allison block
B. Y.

-:

Dkmino

McKEYES

Bargains in Real Estate,
Conveyancer, Notary Public
Deming

Fancy groceries a specialty. Agent for the famous
-:
Chase and Sandborn's Teas and Coffees -:

-:

Deming

New Mexico

SouthernPacific
Summer Excursion Rates
Tot
California Seashore Resorts
The Southern Pacific company will sell
first class round trip tickets to Snnta
Iiarbara, Santa Monica, Long Beach
and other California seushore resorts
for $15.00.
These tickets on sale each Thursday
and Saturday good to return until November 30th, 1903.
Stop over at all points intermediate to
destination allowed at stations west of

J. Si.oat FahhPT. Prea't.
John CoaBcrr. Vice Prea'L

L. II. Brown, Canliier.
W. H. Ut'lNKY. Au'l

fi

The BanK of Deming
Transacts a general banking business
Foreign exchange and Mexican money bought and sold.
Money to loan on good security at current rates of interest.

0333asr

J. &

S. C. Stenson
Retail Dealers in all kinds oí

Colton, Cal.

Tickets to San Francisco and return,
subject to same conditions, will be sold
for $o5 via either the Coast line or the
San Jonquin Valley line-- .
Dining cars on all trains. For further
articulara call on or address
C. B. BOSWORTH, Agent
Deming, New Mexico.

New Mexico.

Fresh

:

Meats

retail dealers in Staple and Fancy GROCERIES. Out of town orders in either line
will receive careful and prompt attention
Also

Deming, N. M.

WHY BALD MEN UNCOVER.
City Salesman Manifesté Curiosity on

the Point
Oue question the city palesman
would like answered pertains to bald
Beaded men.
"Yhy do so many of them take off
their bats In public conveyances and
other placea where a heal covering la
the proper caper?" ha Inquires, with
grave concern. "It Is no uncommon
thing to see men take off their hats
In street cara, and
of those
who do it are bald headed. One wou'd
think they would be afraid of catching
their death of cold riding about ta
that exposed atato In draughty weath
er, but evidently they are troubled by
no such considerations. Neither does
vanity deter them. A denuded scalp
has no terrors for them. I asked one
man why so many of his
kind thus cheerfully advertised their
paucity of locks. He said he couldn't
answer for other men, but that be
did it to give his hair a chance to
grow, and I would like to kuow If all
would give that reason."
nine-tenth-

s

bald-heade- d

ANTIMONY

Fuo;.íK:hjt physicians phzschioe

NOW LITTLE USED.

Medical Science Has Almost Entirely
Discarded It
That terrible poison, antimony,
known most familiarly in the compound called tartar emetic, has a very
interesting hlBtory. It was Introduced
Into medicine orne' centuries ago by
Paracelsus. Its name sign! dos that it
la "against monks," as some on whom
It was tried displayed the now familiar
symptoms. Its use In modern medicine has been reduced to the vanishing
point, with other depressing measure,
such as bleeding. In the table which
arranges the elements In series and
shows their connections so that all
are probably modifications of one universal substance there Is a sequence,
nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, bismuth. Sir Lauder Brunton
has shown that these possess many
common properties In their action
upon man and that these properties
vary in relation to the place of each
In the scale.
In the days before
chloroform antimony and tobacco were
used to produce the partial unconsciousness which attends their action.

Dr. LI. C. Gee, of San Francisco, Says:
"Pe-ru-n- a
is of Especial D.:e- -

t

y
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fiitoVran."
nose and throat, but thousands upon
thousands of cases of catarrh of the lungs,
stomach, kidneys, bladder and other pelvic
organs have beea cured by Poruña.
Peruna is able to cure catarrh wherever
it may be located by its direct action npoo
the mucous membrar.es. Catarrh means
I'cruna acts
inflamed mucous membrane
at once to cleanse and invigorate the catarrhal condition of the mucous membrane
no matter where It may occur in the body.
Its action is the same on the mucous lining
of the nose aa on the mucous lining of the
bowels. It cures the catarrhal inflammation wherever it may occur.
Dr. R. Robbins, Muskogee, I. T. .writes:
"Peruna is the best medicine I know of for
a cough and to strengthen a weak stomach
and to give appetite. Itesida prescribing
it for catarrh, I have ordered A for weak
and debilitated people, and have not had a
patient but said It helped him. It is ta excellent medicine and it fits so many cases.
"X have a large practice, and have a
chance to prescribe your Percna. I hope
yon may live long to do good to the sick
and suffering."
We say Peruna cures catarrh, The people
say Peruna cures catarrh. Prominent mea
and women all over the United States from
Maine to California do not hesitate to come
out in public print to say that Peruna is
what it is recommended to be, an Internal,
systemic catarrh remedy that cures catarrh
wherever it may be located.

DIDNT MIND BLACK FLIES.
FRANKLIN

tut

Brush Away That Ourned Bee,
Said the Guide.
A guide In the Maine woods was
bragging the other day about his in
difference to the attacks of the black
flies, from which those in his party
were suffering greatly. A $10 bet
was made that he couldn't let the
flies settle for five minutes on bis
bare back.
The guide stripped, and the insects
came in good numbers and began to
bite. He did not wince. Then one of
the party got behind blm, took a
burning glass out of his pocket, and,
the sun being out, focussed It on the
guide's shoulder. The guide squirmed
and wriggled. He stood it for some
seconds, then he blurted out:
"I can stand all the back files In
Maine, but brush away that durned
bee!"
He won the bet.
Plana to Honor Emerson.
The committee which is raising the
fund of $150,000 for the erection of a
building for the department of philosophy at Harvard university aa a
memorial of Ralph Waldo Kmerson
lias announced a gift of $30,000 toward that fund from one anonymous
benefactor and of $10.000 from anotherthe former conditioned on the
completion of the fund by the next
commencement and the latter on Its
nmpletlon In time to admit of the
corner stone being laid In connection
with the celebration of the Emerson
centennial on May 24. These two gifts
bring the total amount now on hand
to $125,000.

Troughbred.

'

"I was coming from my hotel on
Christmas day, when a little urchin
ran up to me with a newspaper. As
he ran he fell, and some other boys
got ahead of him and tried to sell me
a paper, but I refused to buy until the
little fellow came up, half crying,
with his papers. I handed him half
a dollar, and when be reached In bis
pockets to get me the change I said:
"Never mind, sonny. Keep the change.'
He looked up in my face and said,
'Say, Mister, you're a torobred.' Now
that was the only Christmas present I
had that day, but to my mind it was
the best I could have had." Capt
Jack Crawford in the Household.
The Fan In History.
As In a mirror, the fan, the origin of
hlch is lost In the twilight of Oriental legend, reflects the habits, customs, arts and taste of every country
which has made a friend of an article
so useful and ornamental. Greeco was
the first European country to adopt
the fan two birds' wings one of Its
uses being by acolytes In the temples
to drive away the flies from the sacrifice. It serveC the early Christians
In the catacombs a similar purpose
when the bread and wine was spread
for the sacrament; a custom which
lasted in the Roman Catholic church
to the fourteenth century.
Millionaires Pulled Up.
Several notable persons have fallen
victima to the new ordinance at
Washington forbidding automobiles
speeding. Lieut Robert S. Clark of
the Ninth Infantry, the stepson of
Bishop Potter, and the wealthiest
man In the army, was the first punished. He paid the court $10 for
running his machine at a
gait. Frank Joy, a
broker, was caught and fined $10 and
a millionaire from the West who appeared as John Smith In the police
records paid $3 for Ove minutes of
Joy at the rate of twenty miles an
hocr.

A GREAT

AMERICAN,

Plan to Celebrate Anniversary of His
Birth la Worthy.
The American Philosophical society's plan to celebrate In 1906 the two
hundredth anlversary of the birth of
Franklin, the great founder of the
society, is particularly
appropriate
and happy. A signer of the declaration of independence, a stout patriot
on every occasion, a man of vast resource, whose labors In the constitutional convention It Is Impossible to
wise and skillful
, a
diplomatist, who was Instrumental in
bringing about the French alliance,
without which the history of the world
might have been different; a sage.
counselor, wit, and man of the world,
ho shows in his life and career how It
Is possible to start with nothing and
from nothing, and to render great serv
ices to his country, to "win the world"
and gain Immortal fame.

Dr. M. C Gee's Experience.
Dr. M. C Gee is one of the physicians
who endorse Peruna. In a letter written
from 513 Jones street, San Francisco, CaL,
he says :

over-estimat-

An "Imported"

Tribute to Birds.
number of Parisians who were In
the siege have decided to erect a
monument to the memory of the pigeons that carried the dispatches
which kept up communication with
the outside woild. It will consist of
a pedestal surmounted by a bronze
vase, on which will be cast a group of
the birds that proved of such utility
to the French. The committee
the names of many
literary and scientific people.
The
gratitude comes somewhat late, for
after the war the pigeons In question were sold by auction and
In pigeon pleH.
A

Sjtirffl

ROBERTS
Robert R. Roberts,

tí

M. D., Wash- -'

Ington,D.C, writes:
" Through my own experience as

Diamond.

The finest diamond ever Imported
paid no duty to the customs officers,
having smuggled Itself in from some
other planet In a meteorite. Packed.
In a thick envelope of meteoric Iron,
it fell to earth In Diablo canyon, at
the foot of Crater mountain, Arizona.
Its coating being broken Into numer
ous particles by contact with the
rock formation of the ground. Some
six weeks ago a party of geologists,
discovering these fragments, at rst
thought them indications of a remarkably pure vein of iron ore, but
their true character was soon discerned, and In one of the pieces picked
up by Prof. O. A. Koenlg, the diamond was found Imbedded. It Is now
on exhibition at the American Museum of Natural History.
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and acquaintances who have been
cured or relieved ot catarrh by the
usa ot hart man's Peruna, lean con- tldently recommend It to those sut-ferlng from such disorders, and
hsve no hesitation In prescribing It
to my patients." Rob.rt R. Roberts.
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There la a general objection on the
part ot tha practicing physician to advócala patent medicines. But r.hen
any one medida cuna hundreds ol
people, It demonstrates Its own value
and does not need tba endorsement ot
the profession.
"Peruna has performed so many
wonderful cures In San Francisco that
I am convinced that It la a valuable
remedy, i have frequently advised Its
uta tor women, as I find It Insures
regular and painless menstruation,
curea leucorrhoea and ovarian
troubles, and builds up tha entire
system. I also consider It one of tha
finest catarrh remedies I know of. I
heartily endorse your medicine." M.

C

Qee, M. D.
Women are especially liable to pelvic caCONSTANTLY increasing number from them. She told me she did not want tarrh, female weakness as it is commonly
of physicians prescribe Peruna in to spend any more money on medicines called.
Especially in the first few weeks of
their regular practice. It has proven unlets I could assure her relief.
warm weather do the disagreeable, sympits merits so thoroughly that even the
"I put her on toms of female weakness make themselves
doctors have overcome their prejudice
Peruna and told apparent la crisp, cold weather chronic
against
her to come back sufferers with pelvic catarrh do not feel so
patent medicines and
recommend it to their patients.
in two weeks. The persistently the debilitating effects of the
effects were wonPeruna occupies a unique position In
drain upon the system, but at the approach
n
medical science. It Is the only internal
derful The
of summer with its lassitude and tired feelsystemic catarrh remedy known to the
look she had ings, the sufferer with pelvic catarrh feels
medical profession
when I first saw the need of a strengthening tonic.
Catarrh, as
every one will admit, is the cause of one-haher had left her
Peruna is not only the best spring Ionia
and a smile adornthe diseases which afflict mankind.
for such caaes but if persi'id in will effect
ed her face. She a complete cure. Write for a copy of
Catarrh and catarrhal diseases afflict one-ha-lf
of the people of the United States.
told me ahe felt a "Health and Beauty," written especially
V. H. Brand. M. D., of Mokena, 111.,
different woman, for women by Dr. Hartman. If you want
uses Peruna iu his practice. The following
her hearing was to read of some cures also, write for a copy
'
case is an example of the success he has
P. II. Brand. M. p. improved and her of "Facts and Faces." That will surely
eyes did not trou convince you that our claims are valid.
through the Use of Peruna-fo-r
catarrh.
Dr. Brand says: "Mrs. 'C, age 28,
ble her any more.
If you do not derive prompt and satisfachad been a sufferer frcm catarrh for the
"This is only one case ot the many I tory results from the use of Peruna, write
past seven years; could not hear plain and have treated with your valuable niediciue." at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a full statehad watery eyes. She came to me almost
F. H. Brand, M. D.
ment of your case and he wi 11 be pleased to
a physical wreck. She had tried the Cope-lan- d
Catarrh may invade any organ of the give you bis valuable advice gratis.
cures and various . other
body; may destroy any function of the
Address Dr. Hartman, President of The
specialists, and had derived no benefit body. It most commonly attacks the head. Hartman Sanitarium, Columl 'is. Ohio.
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His Humorous Explanation.
An amusing instance of a minister
stumbling on a text of a humorous
personal application Is that related
of a widower who had remarried with-In a year after his first wife's death.
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Tha areatrat spring tonln.
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What Puzzled Him.
Commenting on the death of a
brother of bis flock who, while intoxicated, went to sleep on a railroad
track and was run over by the engine,
Drother Dickey said: "Dat de Jug he
had wld him didn't git broke w'en he
wuz runned over was one er dese
t'ings dat's providential en bid fura
our onderstandin'. But ter save my
life I can't see how a man could go
r
ter sleep on a railroad track or
else wld slch good liquor 'long-sidhim!" Atlanta Constitution.
any-wha-

or Of man lor
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His friends and congregation thought
him very expeditious and on the next
Sunday, when his text was announced,
they could scarcely control themselves. He rose In his place In the
pulpit and said: "My beloved brethren,
you will find my text in the seventeenth verse of the fourth chapter of
Second Corinthians, "Our light atfli
tlon, which Is for the moment.' "

"
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Ear No Sign of Character.
Accounts.
Children With Banking
After studying and photographing
The town of Nous, Belgium, .Is de- more than 4O,0W pairs of ears of persirous of abolishing poverty within sons, Including those of 2,000 Insane
lis borders. To this end every child and 800 criminals, and those of 300
Is officially registered as soon as it animals, an English criminologist is
is born, and a bmklng account openforced to concludo that the ear gives
ed tn its name by the municipal au- no clew to personal traits. This Is a
thorities with a deposit of twenty hard blow to
scientists who
Dy the time the child attains think they ran pick out the enemies
his majority a small sum awaits him of society by the angles at which the
to assist his starting in business.
Inner wear their ears.
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Damascut Known to Hae Been
a
quence la the Time of Abraham-Fie- rce
Btttle and Mjssre$; Vfchin Its'
!!
(

jPlace o!

GnClctt a
'

(Special Correspondence.)
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attraction of the

none, perhaps, , pre-ent-a
mora charming
pictures of
oriental life than the city of Damascus, with, lti tinkling fountains,
its
wealth Of fruit and flowers, Its sunny
courtyards, where the art of man ríes
with the skill of nature In developing
great beauty, and Its glided and luxurious Interiors, where life may well
be likened to a dream.
The site of this ancient city, believed by many writers to be the
oldest In the world and which was a
place of some consequence In the
time of Abraham, is 136 miles north- -

i

.

fa

Part of Ancient Temple,
east of Jerusalem, and about forty-fivmiles east of the Mediterranean.
Here, In a very fertile-plai2,334 feet
above the sea level, a plain so remarkable for Its beauty as to bo

e

termed In oriental phrase, one of the
four terrestrial paradises, this quaint
old city was commenced by man at a
time so remote as to bo loBt In the
mists of antiquity. For. many miles
the city Is surrounded by fertile fields
and gardens which are watered by
sparkling streams and rivulets flowing from the adjacent high range of
AntlLlbanus.
In strong contrast to Its beautiful
sotting the city,, like moBt oriental
cities, seems dingy and repulsive
when viewed at short range. Many

o
'

..
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ncss to the scene In a manner to
charm the beholder.
Near the principal basar stand a a
Gothic arch raised by the early Christiana when. tulIdUig a; church as a
repository for that sacred relic the
head of St John the Baptist Tradition says that the body of fit Paul
was burled beneath a wall of the city.
Other historic and sacred spots are
the house, of Naaman, now a hospital
for lepers, the scene of Bt Paul's conversion to Christianity, the house of
Ananias, and the sanctuary of Abraham, which la three miles north of
the city.
In the dim and distant bast no city
endowed as was Damascus with Its
health-givinmountain air, its beautiful natural surroundings, and Its
ease of access for purposes of trade,
could long expect to escape the hand
of the despoller. The clash of religious enthusiasts; too, still further' added to the Insecurity of Its Inhabitants.
Century after century has witnessed
fierce and bloody conflicts in battle
without and massacre within
Its
ancient walls. Its history , abounds
with romantic incidents and tales of
horror. From Antony to Cleopatra it
passed as a love gift Dy Tlbcrlous it
was bestowed upon Herod the Great
During the reign of Saladln, whose
richly decorated tomb Is yet pointed
out as one of the sights of the city,
it was the center of art and learning.
During the siege of Tamerlane-bet- ter
known as Tlmour the Tartar
which occurred early .In the fifteenth
century, the inhabitants resisted so
stubbornly as to arouse bis deepest
wrath. The moment be had obtained
access to the city, by reason of its
surrender, he gave the command for
Indiscriminate massacre.
Ills anger
was not appeased until the extensive
libraries and the magnificent palaces
lay in ruins.
In 1516 It was the object of an attack under Sellm I., Sultan of Turkey,
who added It to the Turkish empire.
Ibrahim Pasha wrested it from Turkey In 183!, adding" thi unfortunate
city to the pashallc of Egypt, buj. restored it In 1S40. In 18W the Druses,
a pecauar.reiigions sect,: began a per
-.

HOW A SNAKE

Effort of Now York Clubman That
Has Become Historic
It waa at a dinner at the Tilden
club. Several men had responded to
toasts, when finally a clubman well
known In society, somothlng of a
and who practlcea law
when the mood is on him, waa called
on for a speech. He Is known as a
raconteur, but his' ability to entertain
a crowd is rather that of a story
teller when demi-tassand cigars
are served than aa an orator with
sonorous delivery.
He Is quite
wealthy.
"Gentlemen," be began, "I do not
know why I have been called on for
a speech.
The. honor should have
been awarded to others. However, I
have one qualification. It is that I
know how to bo brief.
"Gentlemen, this is all I have to
aay. It is a speech in five words, and
here it la: 'Let me pay the bill.' "
The applause ' which followed the
short speech can be Imagined. It was
unquestionably the greatest after-dinnspeech that had ever been delivered In the Tilden club. It has
historic New York Mall and
Express.
first-nighte-

.
i',

Amia varied

A MOST POPULAR SPEECH.

e

the streets seem to have been built
for the passage of but one loaded
donkey at a time. Think of the upper
stories being so, projected over the
street that the occupants on one aide
can tihake hands with their neighbors
across the way! Such streets appear
like tunnels and compare but illy
with the broad, clean streets of our
modern cities. Even the homes of
the wealthy have a dirty, uncared-fo- r
appearance on their exteriors, though
once within the walls one Is astonished at the luxury and lavish adornment
everywhere
displayed the
whole forming a atrange contrast of
magnificence and misery wrong aide
out, aa Judged by our standard.
Like an oasis of the desert the
mart of trade appears as a bright cpot

, of

.

THE SCENE WAS CHANGED.
Loving

Husband Not So Ready With
His Autograph.
He kissed devotedly the hand that
passed hlra the autograph album, and
wrote therein:
"I write my name upon this virgin
page. Would that I could Inscribe it
upon tho purer scroll of your heart In
that Invisible Ink which shall only
appear when the thing upon which it
Is written Is warmed at the fires of
love which takes no note of time!"
That as a year ago. They are married now, and when she asks him for
bis autograph, in the shape of a goodly
check, to liquidate her millinery bill, he grasps that album or a
larger book, If handy, and threatens
to throw it at her.

8d

His Appetite.
a
In recent book on gastronomy ap-- .
this anecdote of the gastronomic
prowess of a Swiss guard In the employment of the Marechal de Vlllars:
"One day the guard was sent for by
the marechal, who had heard of his
enormous appetite. "How many sirloins of beef can you eat?" he tenta- tlvely asked. "Ah, monselgneur, for
me I don't require many five or six
at the most' 'And how many legs of
mutton?' 'Legs of mutton? not many
seven to eight." 'And fat pullets?'
un, as to pullets, only a few a dozen."
'And of pigeons?'. 'As to pigeons, mon- seignour, not many forty, perhaps
nrty.
And larks?' 'Larks, monselg
neurT always." "

Wedding Cake Disaster.
Paris the other day enjoyed the un
usual sight of a cake five feet four
Inches In height being carried solemn
ly along the streets by two men. with
a crura walking behind. One of them
slipped, and tho maji'stlc olere of con
fectlonery was crushed to pieces upon
i... t ...4.
the tram-line- .
The cake belonged to
a young Pole, and was for his weddine
breakfast. It Is one of the customs of
Poland for the groom to give a cake
'.
The Acropolis.,
exactly as tall as the bride. The exile
secutlon of the Christiana in that part bad the utmost difficulty In eettlnc his
of Lebanon Dear Damascus, and order attended to In Parts, and he
many of the victims fled to the city shed bitter tears when the cake was
ruined.
for safety. Shortly afterward
the
Mohammedans there, at a given sigA Strang
Act of Faith.
nal, rose In a body and commenced a
In 1856 the Kaffirs of the Xosa
general massacre of the unfortunate
refugees. Hundreds who fled out of tribe were converted by a medicine
the city were overtaken and killed. man, who Induced them to slaughter
It Is estimated that at this time 3,000 weir cattle .and destroy tholr corn
adult male Christians were murdered, promising that new herds, whlrh nn
man could number, would on a
and many of the women and girls
certain day spring from the soli.
were reduced to slavery.
Thus has the ancient city of Da- iney obeyed his teaching to the letter, and a hideous famine whirh
n
mascus
struggled for
existence. but exterminated the tribe was
the
Hebrews, Assyrians, Persians, Macenatural conseqence. Rarely on this
donians,
Romans, Saracens each
any race cnioved tii tro.
have been Its rulers at some period, earth has
mendous exaltation through
which
while
It la controlled by the
Turks, i EtUl.i uodef .every, change of mis tribe must have passed before it
perpetrated its stupendous
nr
dynasty and every form of govern;
.,1 .
faith.
t .
ment, Damascus, unlike most cities,
has retained its prosperity and Is
A Serious Consideration.
a busy city of 130,000 MohamIn bis "Random Reminiscences,"
medans and Druses, 15,000 Christians
Charles H. E. Brookfleld says that his
and 6.000 Jews.
great undo, Henry Hallam, the historian, was Invited by Tennyson to be
Argument for Segregation.
godfather to Us first boy. Hallam
"The differences In degrees in maturity between boys and girls In the readily consented. As they were walking up the churchyard,, side by side,
freshman year ts a fundamental reathe
historia
Tennyson,'
Inquired ',
son for segregation,,, according to a
"What nirtiié do you n an to give
statement Just Issued by Dr. W. R,
Harper, president cf tho University hlraf'V "We thought of calling him
Hallam," sold the poet "Oh, had you
of Chicago. Dr. Harper says: "When not
better
thrown together In a new environ- suggested call him Alfred?" modestly
the historian.
"Ay," rement on entrance to the university plied
the bard, "but v. hat If he should
boys and girls become conscious of
turn out a fool?" .
.'.
differences unnoticed, and the personal element creeps In too strongly
Triple Vaccination In Franc.
for the best work. In the secondary
The French government has Just
school this Is not the case, fur the
reason that the boys and girls there promulgated a new code of sanitary
have been growing un together and regulations. This code among other
regulations contains the remarkable
do not notice that one groan matures
proviso, that for the future three vacearlier than the other."
cinations Instosd of one' as hitherto
shall be obligatory upon all French
The Queer 8ex.
cltliens. The first ts to be made durParker Are you fond of traveling? ing the first
year of Infancy, thn
Kerwlu No, but my wife Is. She ond In
the
eleventh year, and tbe
Insists on moving every six or eight
third In the twenty-flrtt- .
weeks.
y

1

y

Church at Thessalonlca.
(In this edition, according to tradition,
amid

Bt Paul ones preached.)
the dearlness of this

somber-hue-

d

expanse. Its covertU streets,
like our modern arcades, are lined
with booths In which rich stuffs from
many lands are displayed; heavy brocades richly Interwoven with silk and
gold; other products of the loom
which-- are ligh- t- and - feathery
and
have the many-huecolorings of the
silken
product; i rich carpets from Central
Asia; gayly colored shawls from
and -- Cashmere; and precious
gems from Persia, Arabia and the
Gulf of Oman all add their bright- d

,tent-splder'-

e

Hln-duaa- a.

Wonderful Rib Formation of the Unpopular Reptile.
Now any one who has looked at the
skeleton of a snaíe and It Is really
a very beautiful object will have
been struck by the great number of
ribs, which may be as many as ten
hundred and fifty pairs. In these
lies tbe secret of the ability of the
serpent to do some of the wonderful
things. The lower end of each
rib Is connected with one of the
broad scales that run along the under
side of the snake, and when a rib Is
twisted slowly backward, it pushes
on the scale, the edge of the scale
catches on the ground or whatever
object his snakeshlp may be resting
on, and the body of the anake Is pushed Just a little bit forward. Of course,
each rib moves the body but a mere
trifle, but where the ribs are so
many, and they are moved one after
another, the result is that the snako
moves slowly but steadily ahead. St.

'
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Nicholas.

KEEP

A

CHEERFUL MIND.

be-co-

v.

View' of Athens.

MOVES.

The One Way to Obtain Victory Over

Adversity,
To be cheerful when the world is
going well with you Is no great virtue. The thing is to be cheerful
under disadvantageous circumstances. If one has lost money, If business
prospects fall, if enemies appear triumphant, If there Is sickness of self
or those dear to one, then is It, indeed, a virtue to be cheerful. When
poverty pinches day after day, month

after month or thmugh tho years as
they pass, and ono hsH ever to deny
self of every llttlo longed for luxury,
and the puzzle of how to make one
dollar do the work of two has to be
solved, then the man who can still
be cheerful Is a hero.' Ho Is a greater
hero than
the soldier who faces
the cannon's mouth. Such cheerfulness Is the kind that we need to cultivate. Milwaukee Journal.
Living Conditions In Egypt.
traveler of the upper Nile thus
describes a typical native village:
"The houtes are built of Nile mud,
each house accommodating a family
of no matter what size, the Inhabitants of each village almost all
to each other, comprlttlng sometimes several hundreds of people.
Their streets are littered with filth,
anlmnls of every kind obstruct one's
path, dags growl and snarl at the appearance and Intrusion of a stranger,
women rush about, hiding their faces
in their yashmaks lest a white man
should behold their features.
Files
In swarms settle on the children and
lay their eggs on their eyelids, unwashed, because they believe It to be
contrary to their religion to wash or
removo the flies from their eyes."
A

d

Richest Cathedral In the World.
The Cathedral of St. Isaac, in St.
Petersburg. which was recently robbed
of about
5.000 worth of diamonds,
is considered to be tho richest cathedral In the world. It cost more than
2.500,000 to build. The gold alone
used for gilding and ornamenting the
Interior amounted to about three and
a half hundredweight. All the vessels
cf this sacred edifice are composed entirely of gold and silver and weigh
about four tons. The Interior of the
building Is most gorgeous, and con
tains a great number of statues, mosaics,
and precious "Ikons,"
or holy pictures, which are of great
age, and are supposed to possess mir
aculous powers.
s

How It Really Happens.
"Johnny." cautiously Inquired Mr.
Sixaweek of her little brother, when
he called the other evenlna "she"
was putting the finishing touches to
ner toilet upstairs ' have you er
does your er do you er ever hear
your sister spnak of me?" "You can't
pumo ire." nromnS.lv rcnlied Johnnv
"I don't butt Into ray sister's business."
Then Johnny picked a shinny stick out
of tho hall rack and wont out This
Is the way it haonens In 099 cases out
of 1.000. but the funnvlsta for thn
colored supplements could never be
clubbed Into believing it. Exchange.

HARD TO BEAR.
When the back aches

K.

R.

badly,

j can't work,

can't rest,
can't sleep, can't eat,

J It

,

1
Is hard to bear.
Thousands of achine backs have
been relieved and cured.
People are learning that backicbe
pains come from disordered kidneys,
that Doan's Kidney Pills cure every
Kidney ill, cure Bladder troubles, urinary deranienents,' Dropsy, Diabetes,
Brlght's D'sease.
Read tbis testimony to the merit of
the greatest of Kidney Specifics.
J. W. Walls, superintendent
of
streets of Lebanon, Ky., living on
East Main street In that city, says:
"With my nightly rest broken, owing to Irregularities of the kidneys,
suffering intensely from severe pains
in the small of my back and through
the kidneys, and annoyed by painful
passages of abnormal secretions, life
was anything but pleasant for me.
No amount of doctoring relieved this
condition and for the reason that nothing seemed to give me even temporary
relief, I became about discouraged.
One day I nctlced In the newspapers
the case of a man v. bo was afflicted
as I was and was cured by the use of
Doan's Kidney Pills. His words of
praise for this remedy were so
that on the strength of bis statement I went to the Hugh Murray
Drug Co.'s store and got a box.
I
found that the medicine was exactly
as powerful a kidney remedy as repI experienced
resented.
quIcJc
and
lasting relief. Doan's Kidney Pills
will prove a blessing to all sufferers
from kidney disorders who will give
them a fair trial."
A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Walls will
be mailed to any part of the United
States on application. Address
Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.
For
sale by all druggists. Price 60 cents
Bin-ce-

per

box.

"You seem to have
with Ham." remnrked
ping on her rainy-dadeed," responded Mr.
keep that boy away
sums."
y

a lot of trouble
Mrs. Noah, slipskirt. "Yes. InNoah; "1 can't
from tho opos-

Superior quality and extra quantity
must win. This Is why Defiance
Starch is taking the place of all
others.
What kind of a Hrl U

h. ?"

"Oh

she's uric uf (hit kind lh.it would be
wlllln to
murrled In a bullouii
at a county fair."
i

"It hnt all" how

a cUnr you run
'.f.y"u bu' the rlaht brand,

a uullheHd.
lry '"'..V'W

Rood

There Is over 22.0(H) miles of plp
laid In the United States conveying
natural gas from wells to consumers.
Stops

the Cough ami
laxative Bromo Quintu Tablau. Triced
Blindly Brhool
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you nay you
scrub tram? Bcrubbs Vos sih- onI
'
'
works In a laundry.

,.B

Plarer-n- id

No chromos or cheap premiums,
but a better quality and
more of Defiance 8tarch for the same
price of other starches.
one-thir- d

Mm.
srtf "''.r.Ví'ffr 'r,or
nam- """"""s
aim are am m
pronoune. the word abackward.

I ta sot believe Pise's Oír for Coasamptioa
Us an equal tor eouaba sad colds. Joan r
Boris, Trtaity Hprtnjra, lad Veo. It, isoa
Thnush the world mny owe

evry

man

jUMna only the persistent collector sets
The

In the

mlldt-s- t
makr-ii-

cent claar.

The Needs of Africa.
Lord Cromer, speaking at Khartoum
of the needs of the country, recently

Jnd PD

tobácea that stows Is ind
p
of Raxter's Bullhead
Try
yie and see.

he
usually meets the doas about balfdo,
way.
When a man Is aolna to th

said: "Except sand, crocodiles and hip
,111
"Ii.'rou th,nk J"h's Imrnrtorm
-- f
workr axkeri Jura. Cirnlnm.u
k...
popotami, of all of which there ap- so,"
answered her huhnd: "I know
pears to be a superabundant sumilv. niirmv wu mm jnun wort I."
there' Is not enough of anything In the
Soudan." If the region could exchange
trif"
Its hippopotami, crocodiles and sand
f.:
for railways, educated natives and
"dust" to use a colloquialism for
money It would be reasonably haonv
and prosperous. This ts the problem
A YOUí CcAttí fOD TH
of commerce the world over to ex.
change what one does not want for
what one needs.
MADt WMOU5 tY A CITATION
Steel and Sea Water.
THAN X
tATt'Er G OYED MOit
'
When steel Is exposed to the action
Tl
LI IB, a rtunnu
V"l
of sea water and the weather It Is
TOWtR'5 jvmtnU and
said to corrode at the rate of an Inrh
na are made er the hu
In elghy-twyears; an Inch of Iron
maUrieJa In bkuk er yellow
under the same conditions corrodes
for all kinds of wet work
In 190 years. When exposed to fres
UTGN U UMkBANfttO s you JTKITO
s:cn Or The f E
water and the weather the tierlnd
u
jr.V ft
u a.
Boston.
are 170 years for steel and 630 years
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